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DRAFT 1 
FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 2 

 3 
1.0 NAME OF PROPOSED ACTION 4 
 5 
The use of 20 Helicopter Landing Zone (HLZ) and Drop Zone (DZ) sites for the 563rd Rescue 6 
Group (563 RQG) Personnel Recovery Training Mission at Davis-Monthan Air Force Base 7 
(AFB), Arizona 8 
 9 
2.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES 10 
 11 
In 2002, an Environmental Assessment (EA) and Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) were 12 
completed by the United States (U.S.) Department of the Air Force (Air Force), Headquarters Air 13 
Combat Command (ACC) for the West Coast Combat Search and Rescue (CSAR) Beddown at 14 
Davis-Monthan AFB, Arizona.  Implementation of the Proposed Action resulted in the 15 
establishment of a Personnel Recovery organization composed of collocated HH-60 helicopters, 16 
HC-130 cargo aircraft, and Combat Rescue Officer (CRO)-led squadrons.  The Beddown added 17 
a total of 12 HH-60 helicopters, 10 HC-130 fixed-wing cargo aircraft, and 1,059 personnel to 18 
Davis-Monthan AFB.  Ground and parachute training for CSAR personnel within previously 19 
approved ranges, DZs, and LZs were also part of the Proposed Action for the CSAR Beddown 20 
EA.  Since the completion of the CSAR Beddown, the 563 RQG has identified a need to 21 
increase the number of HLZs and DZs to be used for training in order to provide a more robust 22 
and realistic training scenario.  This would ensure that an adequate number of HLZ/DZs are 23 
available in a variety of ecological conditions and elevations to simulate various rescue and 24 
recovery operations worldwide.  This Supplemental EA (SEA) is tiered to the 2002 CSAR 25 
Beddown EA.    26 
 27 
Two alternatives - the Proposed Action and the No Action Alternative - were analyzed in detail in 28 
the SEA.  The Proposed Action and any alternatives were evaluated based on their potential to 29 
satisfy the purpose and need, specifically to provide realistic personnel search and rescue 30 
training for Air Force and other Department of Defense (DoD) units, ensure that an adequate 31 
number of HLZ/DZs are available during training events, and ensure that a wide variety of 32 
terrain types are available to provide realistic training. 33 
 34 
Under the Proposed Action, the Air Force proposes to use an additional 20 identified sites in 35 
Arizona as HLZ/DZs during routine training events conducted by the 563 RQG.  The HLZ/DZs 36 
are located throughout southern and central Arizona in a variety of settings and on state or 37 
Federal lands that have been previously disturbed.  Not all HLZ/DZs will necessarily be used 38 
during each training event.  A special-use permit would be required for use of the sites.  The 39 
special-use permit would last for 2 years.  Potential future sites, based on mission training 40 
requirements, could also be used through a special-use permit or lease.  The 563 RQG is 41 
responsible for ensuring that the quantity of HLZ/DZ sites necessary is properly monitored.  The 42 
number of potential future sites should be kept to a minimum, but should be sufficient to meet 43 
training requirements.  The Air Force will perform appropriate environmental analyses on these 44 
future sites when, or if, they are identified.  The currently identified and potential future sites 45 
would range from 0.3 to 2.7 acres.  No construction or ground disturbance would be expected to 46 
occur at the identified or potential future sites.  Some minor trimming of vegetation could occur 47 
along the perimeter of sites located within forested or scrub areas; this would be required for 48 
safety purposes to avoid contact with vegetation by helicopter blades.  Approximately 23.5 49 
acres were analyzed in the SEA for natural and cultural resources.  50 
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Each site would potentially be used between 24 and 250 times annually; however, training 1 
requirements would dictate the frequency of use for each site.  The training events would 2 
include the use of the HC-130 cargo aircraft and HH-60 helicopters.  During the training event, 3 
one to three helicopters would land and deploy search and rescue units or rescue participants 4 
who have been brought to the site.  There would be no increase in sorties as analyzed in the 5 
2002 CSAR EA.  No live fire would occur during these training events outside of established 6 
DoD ranges, such as the Barry M. Goldwater Range (BMGR).  Training missions would include 7 
nighttime flights; however, all activities would comply with the restrictions established by Davis-8 
Monthan AFB.  Detailed descriptions of how the training would be conducted are provided in the 9 
2002 CSAR EA.   10 
 11 
The No Action Alternative typically describes the baseline of current operations that will be 12 
compared against the Proposed Action.  The No Action Alternative would not increase the 13 
number of sites available for training.  Consequently, this alternative would not satisfy the 14 
purpose and need; however, it will be carried forward for analysis, as required by the Council on 15 
Environmental Quality (CEQ), and will form the basis for analysis of the other alternatives.  For 16 
purposes of the SEA, the level of training missions to be assessed under the No Action 17 
Alternative would be that described as the Proposed Action in the 2002 CSAR EA. 18 
 19 
3.0 SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 20 
 21 
The SEA provides an analysis of potential environmental impacts of the Proposed Action and 22 
No Action Alternative within the region of influence (ROI), which includes Davis-Monthan AFB 23 
and Cochise, Gila, Graham, Pima, Pinal, and Santa Cruz counties.  It was determined that, due 24 
to potential impacts, four HLZ/DZ sites including the Grapevine, Stronghold, Paige, and Pedro 25 
sites will be removed from the list of proposed HLZ/DZ sites and will not be used during routine 26 
training events conducted by the 563 RQG.  Negligible or no impacts on airspace, geology, 27 
water resources, and environmental justice were identified.  Minor, insignificant impacts would 28 
occur on land use, air quality, socioeconomics, biological resources, soils, hazardous materials 29 
and wastes, safety and occupational health, and cultural resources, as identified below.  30 
Moderate, insignificant impacts would occur on the noise environment.  These impacts are 31 
identified below.  The No Action Alternative would result in no change to existing conditions.  32 
 33 
Airspace:  There would be no significant impacts on airspace operations, airspace, or civilian 34 
aviation. 35 
 36 
Land Use Resources:  The use of the Grapevine and Stronghold HLZ/DZ sites would impact 37 
the land use and visual resources of the surrounding area due to noise and visual impacts.  Due 38 
to these impacts, the Grapevine and Stronghold sites will be removed from the list of proposed 39 
HLZ/DZ sites and will not be used during routine training events conducted by the 563 RQG.  40 
The land use and visual resources impacts would be considered minor, and implementation of 41 
the Proposed Action would not have a significant impact. 42 
 43 
Air Quality:  Overall, the maximum net increases in air emissions would be minor and well 44 
below the de minimis thresholds; therefore, the direct and indirect impacts on air quality would 45 
not be significant. 46 
 47 
Noise:  The training activities would potentially create Sound Exposure Levels (SELs) in excess 48 
of 85 A-weighted decibels (dBA) on the Coronado National Forest near Jenna HLZ/DZ, 49 
residential receptors (campsites) near Grapevine HLZ/DZ, and residential receptors and 50 
Coronado National Forest adjacent to the Stronghold HLZ/DZ.  Due to these impacts, the 51 
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Grapevine and Stronghold sites will be removed from the list of proposed HLZ/DZ sites and will 1 
not be used during routine training events conducted by the 563 RQG.  During training use, low-2 
flying flight patterns over the Coronado National Forest north of the Jenna HLZ/DZ will be 3 
avoided so that the 85 dBA threshold is not exceeded over the USFS lands.  The training 4 
personnel will be advised of this requirement prior to each training mission using the Jenna 5 
HLZ/DZ.  With these implementations, the noise impacts would be considered minor to 6 
moderate, and no significant impacts would occur. 7 
 8 
Socioeconomics and Environmental Justice:  Use of the Stronghold HLZ/DZ would have 9 
noise impacts on the residences in the area when flights occur.  The increased noise levels may 10 
impact the ability of the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) to rent the “Rooms with a View” cabins 11 
located nearby, impacting use and revenues.  12 
 13 
The Grapevine Group Campground would be impacted by noise when there are flights 14 
associated with the Personnel Recovery training.  Substantial and frequent use of the site could 15 
cause campers to seek other locations instead of the Grapevine Campground, thereby 16 
impacting use and revenues. 17 
 18 
Due to these impacts, the Grapevine and Stronghold sites will be removed from the list of 19 
proposed HLZ/DZ sites and will not be used during routine training events conducted by the 563 20 
RQG.  There are no socioeconomic impacts associated with the remaining HLZ/DZ sites and no 21 
significant impacts would occur. 22 
 23 
There would be no disproportionately high or adverse impacts on minority or low-income 24 
populations or children. 25 
 26 
Biological Resources:  The Federally Endangered Pima pineapple cactus (Coryphantha 27 
scheeri var. robustispina) and Federally Endangered lesser long-nosed bat (Leptonycteris 28 
curasoae yerbabuenae) food sources such as saguaro (Carnegiea gigantean) and Palmer’s 29 
agave (Agave palmeri) were found at some of the HLZ/DZ sites and would be avoided during 30 
training events and use of the HLZ/DZ sites.  The Air Force has determined that the Proposed 31 
Action may affect, but not likely to adversely affect the jaguar, ocelot, lesser long-nosed bat, and 32 
Pima pineapple cactus.  The Proposed Action would not result in any significant impacts on 33 
protected species or designated Critical Habitats. 34 
 35 
Water Resources:  Since no construction activities would occur and only minimal ground-36 
disturbing activities would take place during landing and takeoff, the training activities would 37 
have no appreciable effects on the groundwater or surface waters in the ROI.  Impacts on 38 
surface waters and groundwater at the proposed HLZ/DZ sites would be considered 39 
insignificant.  There would be no significant impacts on floodplains, wetlands, or waters of the 40 
U.S.   41 
 42 
Hazardous Materials and Waste:  All 20 currently identified HLZ/DZ sites were visually 43 
surveyed for evidence of soil staining, drums, or other material that might cause contamination 44 
issues, and no sites were noted to have any visible concerns.  The likelihood for leaks or 45 
unscheduled maintenance of helicopters is minimal.  Hazardous materials and waste impacts at 46 
the proposed HLZ/DZ sites would be insignificant. 47 
 48 
Cultural Resources:  Two new and previously unidentified archaeological sites were identified 49 
at the Pedro and Paige HLZ/DZ sites.  Davis-Monthan AFB recommends both sites as eligible 50 
for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) under Criterion D for their research 51 
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potential.  Both sites have been removed from the list of proposed HLZ/DZ training sites to 1 
prevent adverse effects on both properties by activities associated with the personnel recovery 2 
training.  The results of the surveys showed that the remaining 18 of the 20 HLZs had no 3 
cultural resources within the HLZ/DZs.  No adverse effects due to visual or noise intrusions from 4 
overflights would occur on NRHP-eligible or listed archaeological resources, architectural 5 
resources, or traditional cultural properties.  The Arizona SHPO concurred with the finding of No 6 
Adverse Effect in a letter dated July 12, 2013 (Appendix A).   7 
 8 
Earth Resources:  There would be no impacts on geology or the topography of the project 9 
area.  No construction or significant ground disturbance would be expected at the sites.  The 10 
use of HH-60 helicopters would impact soils during takeoff and landing due to erosion from 11 
propeller wash and would potentially be a greater concern for HLZ/DZs sited near stream 12 
banks.  However, the training events at these sites would be temporary and intermittent, and the 13 
soil disturbance would primarily occur in previously disturbed areas.  Dust control methods 14 
could be utilized and impacts on soils would be minor.   15 
 16 
Safety and Occupational Health:  There would be no significant safety hazards or 17 
occupational health impacts associated with the Proposed Action.   18 
 19 
4.0 CONCLUSION 20 
 21 
Based on the analysis of the SEA conducted in accordance with the requirements of the 22 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the CEQ regulations, and Air Force Instruction (AFI) 23 
32-7061, which is hereby incorporated by reference, and after careful review of the potential 24 
impacts, I conclude that the implementation of the Proposed Action would not result in 25 
significant impacts on the quality of the human or natural environments.  Therefore, a FONSI is 26 
warranted, and an Environmental Impact Statement is not required for this action. 27 
 28 
 29 
 30 
 31 
 32 
 33 
 34 
_______________________________________  _______________________ 35 
JAMES P. MEGER, Colonel, USAF    Date 36 
Commander37 
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563rd Rescue Group Personnel Recovery  2 
Supplemental Environmental Assessment  3 

Davis-Monthan Air Force Base, Arizona 4 
 5 

a.  Responsible Agency: United States Air Force (Air Force) 6 
 7 
b.  Proposals and Actions:  Since the completion of the West Coast Combat Search and Rescue (CSAR) 8 
Beddown, the 563rd Rescue Group (563 RQG) has identified a need to increase the number of helicopter 9 
landing zones (HLZs) and drop zones (DZs) to provide a more robust and realistic training scenario and ensure 10 
that an adequate number of HLZ/DZs are available in a variety of ecological conditions and elevations.  This 11 
Supplemental Environmental Assessment (SEA) is tiered to the 2002 CSAR Beddown EA.  The Air Force 12 
proposes to use an additional 20 identified sites as HLZ/DZs during routine training events conducted by the 13 
563 RQG.  The sites are located throughout Arizona and range in size from 0.3 to 2.7 acres.  A special-use 14 
permit would be required for use of the sites and would last for 2 years.  No construction or ground disturbance 15 
would be expected at the sites.  Each site would potentially be used between 24 and 250 times annually; 16 
however, training requirements would dictate the frequency of use for each site.  The training events would 17 
include the use of the HC-130 cargo aircraft and HH-60 helicopters.  One to three helicopters would land and 18 
deploy search and rescue units.  There would be no increase in sorties as analyzed in the 2002 CSAR EA.   19 
 20 
c.  For Additional Information:   Comments and request for additional information must be submitted in 21 
writing via e-mail to 355fw.pa.comment@us.af.mil, or by mail to: ATTN: Rescue SEA Comment, 355th Fighter 22 
Wing Public Affairs, 3405 S Fifth Street, Davis-Monthan AFB, Arizona 85707.   23 
 24 
d.  Designation:  Draft Supplemental Environmental Assessment  25 
 26 
e.  Abstract:  This SEA has been prepared in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act and Air 27 
Force Instruction 32-7061.  The EA focused the analysis on the natural and human environments.  Negligible or 28 
no impacts on airspace, geology, water resources, and environmental justice were identified.  Hazardous 29 
materials and waste, soils, air quality, and safety and occupational health impacts at the proposed HLZ/DZ 30 
sites would be insignificant. 31 
 32 
The Federally Endangered Pima pineapple cactus (Coryphantha scheeri var. robustispina) and lesser long-33 
nosed bat (Leptonycteris curasoae yerbabuenae) food sources such as saguaro (Carnegiea gigantean) and 34 
Palmer’s agave (Agave palmeri) were found at some of the HLZ/DZ sites and would be avoided during site use.  35 
 36 
The Air Force has determined that the Proposed Action may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, the 37 
jaguar, ocelot, lesser long-nosed bat, and Pima pineapple cactus.  The Proposed Action would not result in any 38 
significant impacts on protected species or designated Critical Habitats. 39 
 40 
The use of the Grapevine and Stronghold sites would impact the land use and visual resources, 41 
socioeconomics, and noise environment of the surrounding area.  Also, the use of the Jenna HLZ/DZ site 42 
would have potential noise impacts on the Coronado National Forest.  Due to these impacts, the Grapevine 43 
and Stronghold sites will be removed from the list of proposed HLZ/DZ sites and will not be used during routine 44 
training events conducted by the 563 RQG.  During training use, low-flying flight patterns over the Coronado 45 
National Forest north of the Jenna HLZ/DZ will be avoided so that specific noise threshold is not exceeded over 46 
the USFS lands.  The training personnel will be advised of this requirement prior to each training mission using 47 
the Jenna HLZ/DZ.  With these implementations, the impacts would be minor to moderate, and no significant 48 
impacts would occur. 49 
 50 
Two new and previously unidentified archaeological sites were identified at the Pedro and Paige HLZ/DZ sites.  51 
Davis-Monthan AFB recommends both sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) 52 
under Criterion D for their research potential.  Both sites have been removed from the list of proposed HLZ/DZ 53 
training sites to prevent adverse effects on both properties by activities associated with the personnel recovery 54 
training.  The results of the surveys showed that the remaining 18 of the 20 HLZs had no cultural resources 55 
within the HLZ/DZs.  No adverse effects due to visual or noise intrusions from overflights would occur on 56 
NRHP-eligible or listed archaeological resources, architectural resources, or traditional cultural properties.  The 57 
Arizona SHPO concurred with the finding of No Adverse Effect in a letter dated July 12, 2013 (Appendix A).58 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 1 
563RD RESCUE GROUP PERSONNEL RECOVERY  2 
SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 3 

DAVIS-MONTHAN AIR FORCE BASE, ARIZONA 4 

 5 

Introduction:  In accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), the 6 

United States (U.S.) Air Force (Air Force), Air Combat Command (ACC), and the U.S. Army 7 

Corps of Engineers, Sacramento District, have prepared this Supplemental Environmental 8 

Assessment (SEA) to evaluate the proposed increase in the number of helicopter landing zones 9 

(HLZs) and drop zones (DZs) available for personnel recovery training use by the 563rd Rescue 10 

Group (563 RQG) at Davis-Monthan Air Force Base (AFB), Arizona.  Since the completion of 11 

the West Coast Combat Search and Rescue (CSAR) Beddown in 2003, the 563 RQG has 12 

identified a need for additional HLZs and DZs to provide a more robust and realistic training 13 

scenario.  This would ensure that an adequate number of HLZ/DZs are available in a variety of 14 

ecological conditions and elevations to simulate various rescue and recovery operations 15 

worldwide.  The Air Force has proposed the use of an additional 20 identified sites in Arizona as 16 

HLZ/DZs during routine training events conducted by the 563 RQG.  This SEA discusses the 17 

potential environmental effects of the proposed use of 20 additional identified sites in Arizona as 18 

HLZ/DZs during routine training events conducted by the 563 RQG.  19 

 20 

Background/Setting: In 2002, an Environmental Assessment (EA) and Finding of No 21 

Significant Impact (FONSI) were completed by the Air Force Headquarters ACC for the West 22 

Coast CSAR Beddown at Davis-Monthan AFB, Arizona.  Implementation of the Proposed Action 23 

resulted in the establishment of a Personnel Recovery organization composed of collocated HH-24 

60 helicopters, HC-130 cargo aircraft, and Combat Rescue Officer (CRO)-led squadrons, 25 

consisting of the 563 RQG, 943 RQG, 305th Rescue Squadron (305 RQS), 306 RQS, 55 RQS, 26 

48 RQS, and 79 RQS.  The Beddown added a total of 12 HH-60 helicopters, 10 HC-130 Fixed-27 

wing cargo aircraft, and 1,059 personnel to Davis-Monthan AFB.  Ground and parachute 28 

training for CSAR personnel within previously approved ranges, DZs, and LZs were also part of 29 

the Proposed Action for the CSAR Beddown EA.    30 

 31 

The Personnel Recovery mission requires distinct tasks and skills that involve frequent, 32 

repetitive training to maintain combat proficiency.  Numerous ongoing training operations and 33 

activities were originally anticipated and analyzed as part of the 2002 EA.  Since the completion 34 

of the CSAR Beddown, the 563 RQG has identified a need to increase the number of HLZs and 35 
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DZs to be used for training in order to provide a more robust and realistic training scenario.  This 1 

SEA is tiered to the 2002 CSAR Beddown EA.   2 

 3 

Proposed Action:  Under the Proposed Action, the Air Force would use an additional 20 4 

identified sites in Arizona as HLZ/DZs during routine training events conducted by the 563 RQG.  5 

The HLZ/DZs are located throughout southern and central Arizona in a variety of settings and 6 

on state or Federal lands that have been previously disturbed, according to the State Land 7 

Department.  Not all HLZ/DZs would necessarily be used during each training event.  A special-8 

use permit would be required from the affected land manager for use of the sites.  The special-9 

use permit would last for 2 years.  Potential future sites, based on mission training 10 

requirements, could also be used through a special-use permit or lease.  The 563 RQG is 11 

responsible for ensuring that the necessary quantity of HLZ/DZ sites is properly monitored.  The 12 

number of potential future sites should be kept to a minimum, but should be sufficient to meet 13 

training requirements.  The Air Force will perform appropriate environmental analyses on these 14 

future sites when, or if, they are identified.  The currently identified and potential future sites 15 

would range from 0.3 to 2.7 acres.  No construction or ground disturbance would be expected at 16 

the identified or potential future sites.  Some minor trimming of vegetation could occur along the 17 

perimeter of sites located within forested or scrub areas; this would be required for safety 18 

purposes to avoid contact with vegetation by helicopter blades.  Approximately 23.5 acres were 19 

analyzed in the SEA for natural and cultural materials.  20 

 21 

Each site would potentially be used between 24 and 250 times annually; however, training 22 

requirements would dictate the frequency of use for each site.  The training events would 23 

include the use of the HC-130 cargo aircraft and HH-60 helicopters.  During the training event, 24 

one to three helicopters would land and deploy search and rescue units, or rescue participants 25 

who have been brought to the site.  There would be no increase in sorties as analyzed in the 26 

2002 CSAR EA.  No live fire would occur during these training events outside of established 27 

Department of Defense (DoD) ranges, such as the Barry M. Goldwater Range (BMGR).  28 

Training missions would include nighttime flights; however, all activities would comply with the 29 

restrictions established by Davis-Monthan AFB.  Detailed descriptions of how the training would 30 

be conducted are provided in the 2002 CSAR EA.   31 

 32 

No Action Alternative:  For purposes of the SEA, the level of training missions to be assessed 33 

under the No Action Alternative would be that described as the Proposed Action in the 2002 34 
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CSAR EA.  The No Action Alternative would not increase the number of sites available for 1 

training. 2 

 3 

Environmental Consequences:  Negligible or no impacts were identified on airspace, geology, 4 

water resources, and environmental justice.  Hazardous materials and waste, soils, air quality, 5 

and safety and occupational health impacts at the proposed HLZ/DZ sites would be considered 6 

minor. 7 

 8 

The Federally Endangered Pima pineapple cactus (Coryphantha scheeri var. robustispina) and 9 

Federally Endangered lesser long-nosed bat (Leptonycteris curasoae yerbabuenae) food 10 

sources such as saguaro (Carnegiea gigantean) and Palmer’s agave (Agave palmeri) were 11 

found at some of the HLZ/DZ sites and would be avoided during training events and use of the 12 

HLZ/DZ sites.  The Air Force has determined that the Proposed Action may affect, but is not 13 

likely to adversely affect, the jaguar, ocelot, lesser long-nosed bat, and Pima pineapple cactus.  14 

The Proposed Action would not result in any significant impacts on protected species or 15 

designated Critical Habitats. 16 

 17 

The use of the Grapevine and Stronghold HLZ/DZ sites would impact the land use and visual 18 

resources, socioeconomics, and noise environment of the surrounding area.  Also, the use of 19 

the Jenna HLZ/DZ site would have potential noise impacts on the Coronado National Forest.  20 

Due to these impacts, the Grapevine and Stronghold sites will be removed from the list of 21 

proposed HLZ/DZ sites and will not be used during routine training events conducted by the 563 22 

RQG.  During training use, low-flying flight patterns over the Coronado National Forest north of 23 

the Jenna HLZ/DZ will be avoided so that the 85 dBA threshold is not exceeded over the USFS 24 

lands.  The training personnel will be advised of this requirement prior to each training mission 25 

using the Jenna HLZ/DZ.  With these implementations, the land use and visual resources, 26 

socioeconomics, and noise impacts would be considered minor to moderate, and 27 

implementation of the Proposed Action would not have a significant impact. 28 

 29 

Two new and previously unidentified archaeological sites were identified at the Pedro and Paige 30 

HLZ/DZ sites.  Davis-Monthan AFB recommends both sites as eligible for the National Register 31 

of Historic Places (NRHP) under Criterion D for their research potential.  Both sites have been 32 

removed from the list of proposed training sites to prevent adverse effects on both properties by 33 

activities associated with the personnel recovery training.  The results of the surveys showed 34 
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that the remaining 18 of the 20 HLZs had no cultural resources within the HLZ/DZs.  No adverse 1 

effects due to visual or noise intrusions from overflights would occur on NRHP-eligible or listed 2 

archaeological resources, architectural resources, or traditional cultural properties.  The Arizona 3 

SHPO concurred with the finding of No Adverse Effect in a letter dated July 12, 2013 (Appendix 4 

A).     5 

 6 

A summary of the alternatives and their anticipated effects is presented in Table ES-1.   7 

 8 

Table ES-1.  Summary of Impacts Associated with Each Alternative 9 

Resource 
Impacts 

No Action Alternative Proposed Action 

Airspace None None  

Land Use None Minor* 

Air Quality None Minor* 

Noise None Moderate* 

Socioeconomics None Minor* 

Environmental Justice None None 

Biological Resources None Minor* 

Water Resources None Negligible* 

Hazardous Materials and Waste None Minor* 

Cultural Resources None Minor* 

Earth Resources Minor* Minor* 

Safety and Occupational Health None Minor* 

    *Impacts are considered insignificant or would be mitigated to insignificance 10 

 11 

Conclusion:  The data presented in the SEA documents indicate that the proposed use of 16 of 12 

the 20 identified sites in Arizona as HLZ/DZs during routine training events conducted by the 13 

563 RQG at Davis-Monthan AFB would result in insignificant adverse impacts on the area’s 14 

human and natural environments.  It was determined that, due to potential impacts, four HLZ/DZ 15 

sites including the Grapevine, Stronghold, Paige, and Pedro sites will be removed from the list 16 

of proposed HLZ/DZ sites and will not be used during routine training events conducted by the 17 

563 RQG.  Therefore, no additional environmental analysis (i.e., Environmental Impact 18 

Statement) is warranted.  19 
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563rd Rescue Group Personnel Recovery 1 
Supplemental Environmental Assessment 2 

Davis-Monthan Air Force Base, Arizona 3 

 4 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 5 

 6 

1.1 Background 7 

In 2002, an Environmental Assessment (EA) and Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) were 8 

completed by the United States (U.S.) Department of the Air Force (Air Force), Headquarters Air 9 

Combat Command (ACC) for the West Coast Combat Search and Rescue (CSAR) Beddown at 10 

Davis-Monthan Air Force Base (AFB), Arizona (Figure 1-1) (Davis-Monthan AFB 2002).  11 

Implementation of the Proposed Action resulted in the establishment of a Personnel Recovery 12 

organization composed of collocated HH-60 helicopters, HC-130 cargo aircraft, and Combat 13 

Rescue Officer (CRO)-led squadrons, consisting of the 563 RQG, 943 RQG, 305th Rescue 14 

Squadron (305 RQS), 306 RQS, 55 RQS, 48 RQS, and 79 RQS.  The Beddown added a total of 15 

12 HH-60 helicopters, 10 HC-130 Fixed-wing cargo aircraft, and 1,059 personnel to Davis-16 

Monthan AFB.   17 

 18 

The Personnel Recovery mission requires distinct tasks and skills that involve frequent, 19 

repetitive training to maintain combat proficiency.  Numerous ongoing training operations and 20 

activities were originally anticipated and analyzed as part of the 2002 EA, including: 21 

 22 

1. Overwater training operations at an existing Water Training Area (WTA) off the coast of 23 
San Diego, California, utilizing sea dye markers, light sticks, and marine flares; 24 

2. Sortie operations by HH-60 and HC-130 aircraft within the Sells Low Military Operations 25 
Area (MOA), Jackal Low MOA, 305 East and West Low Altitude Tactical Navigation 26 
(LATN) areas, portions of Barry M. Goldwater Range (BMGR) and associated Restricted 27 
Areas (R4) (R-2301E, R-2305, and R-2304), and the Yuma Tactical Aircrew Combat 28 
Training System (TACTS) Range (R-2301W);  29 

3. Sortie operations within approved areas at BMGR and Yuma TACTS Range with chaff, 30 
self-protection flares, and illumination flares;   31 

4. HH-60 weapons training operations within previously approved target areas at the 32 
BMGR (the northeastern corner of North Tactical [North TAC] Range of R-2301E and 33 
the East TAC Range of R-2304) involving M-18 smoke grenades and aircraft-mounted 34 
7.62-millimeter and .50-caliber machine guns; 35 

5. Aerial refueling operations between HH-60 and HC-130 aircraft in the Sells Low and 36 
Jackal Low MOAs; and  37 

38 



Figure 1-1.  Project Vicinity Map
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Ground and parachute training for CSAR personnel (i.e., Pararescue Jumpers [PJs]; CROs; 1 
and Survival, Evasion, Resistance, and Escape [SERE] specialists) within previously 2 
approved ranges, Drop Zones (DZs), Landing Zones (LZs), and Davis-Monthan AFB 3 
Combat Arms Training and Maintenance Support (CATMS) areas. 4 

 5 

These ranges and airspace (except the WTA) are illustrated in Figure 1-2.   6 

 7 

Since the completion of the CSAR Beddown in 2003, the 563 RQG has identified a need to 8 

increase the number of helicopter LZs (HLZs) and DZs to provide a more robust and realistic 9 

training scenario.  This supplemental EA (SEA) will evaluate the potential environmental 10 

impacts of these proposed increases under various alternative scenarios.  After analyzing the 11 

potential impacts, the Air Force will decide whether to implement the Proposed Action or to 12 

select the No Action Alternative.  Approval of the Proposed Action would result in the lease and 13 

use of 20 additional non-Department of Defense (DoD) HLZ/DZs used by the 563 RQG.  The 14 

SEA is tiered to the 2002 CSAR Beddown EA (Davis-Monthan AFB 2002).  Details on the 15 

Proposed Action are presented in Section 2.0.   16 

 17 

1.2 Purpose and Need 18 

The purpose of the Proposed Action is to improve the personnel search and recovery training 19 

opportunities for the 563 RQG by increasing the number of HLZ/DZs available during a training 20 

event.  The need is to ensure that an adequate number of HLZ/DZs are available in a variety of 21 

ecological conditions and elevations to simulate various rescue and recovery operations 22 

worldwide.  Not all HLZ/DZs would necessarily be used during each training event.   23 

 24 

1.3 Regulatory Framework 25 

In December 1969, the U.S. Congress passed the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 26 

(42 United States Code [U.S.C.] 4321 et seq.), which requires agencies of the Federal 27 

government to make information available on the environmental impacts of their proposed 28 

actions.  These regulations are based on NEPA and Executive Orders (EO) 11514 and 11991, 29 

the Environmental Quality Improvement Act of 1970, as amended (42 U.S.C 4371 et seq.), and 30 

Section 309 of the Clean Air Act (CAA), as amended (42 U.S.C. 7609), which provide 31 

Presidential direction to Federal agencies to implement NEPA’s regulations. 32 

 33 

A decision on whether to proceed with the Proposed Action rests on numerous factors, such as 34 

mission requirements, schedule, availability of funding, and environmental considerations.  In 35 
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addressing environmental considerations, the Air Force is guided by relevant statutes (and their 1 

implementing regulations) and EOs that establish standards and provide guidance on 2 

environmental and natural resources management and planning.  This includes NEPA 3 

requirements, Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations (40 Code of Federal 4 

Regulations [CFR] 1500-1508), and Air Force Instruction (AFI) 32-7061 codified in 32 CFR 989 5 

(The Environmental Impact Analysis Process [EIAP]).    6 

 7 

1.4 Public Involvement 8 

The Air Force invites public participation in the NEPA process.  Consideration of the views and 9 

information of all interested persons promotes open communication and enables better decision 10 

making.  The Air Force set forth the Interagency/Intergovernmental Coordination for 11 

Environmental Planning (IICEP) as a scoping process that informs local, state, tribal, and 12 

Federal agencies of proposed projects.  All agencies, organizations, and members of the public 13 

having a potential interest in the Proposed Action, including minority, low-income, 14 

disadvantaged, and Native American groups, are urged to participate in the decision-making 15 

process.  16 

 17 

Public participation opportunities for the SEA and decision making on the Proposed Action are 18 

guided by 32 CFR Part 651.  Upon completion, the SEA will be made available to the public for 19 

30 days, along with a draft FONSI.  At the end of the 30-day public review period, the Air Force 20 

will consider any comments submitted by individuals, agencies, or organizations on the SEA or 21 

the draft FONSI.  Correspondence can be found in Appendix A.  As appropriate, the Air Force 22 

may then execute the FONSI and proceed with implementation of the Proposed Action.  If it is 23 

determined prior to issuance of a final FONSI that implementation of the Proposed Action would 24 

result in significant impacts, the Air Force will publish a Notice of Intent to prepare an 25 

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) in the Federal Register, commit to mitigation actions 26 

sufficient to reduce impacts to less than significant levels, or not take the action. 27 

 28 

Throughout this process, the public may obtain information on the status and progress of the 29 

Proposed Action and the SEA through the 355th Fighter Wing (355 FW), Public Affairs Office, 30 

by calling (520) 228-3398; written comments regarding the SEA must be sent in writing via e-31 

mail to 355fw.pa.comment@us.af.mil, or by mail to: ATTN: Rescue SEA Comment, 355th 32 

Fighter Wing Public Affairs, 3405 S Fifth Street, Davis-Monthan AFB, Arizona 85707.   33 

34 
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2.0 PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES 1 

 2 

This section describes the Proposed Action and alternatives that will be carried forward for 3 

analysis in the SEA.  The Proposed Action and any alternatives were evaluated based on their 4 

potential to satisfy the purpose and need, specifically to: 5 

 6 

1. Provide realistic personnel search and rescue training for Air Force and other DoD units; 7 

2. Ensure that an adequate number of HLZ/DZs are available during training events; and 8 

3. Ensure that a wide variety of terrain types and elevations are available to provide 9 
realistic training. 10 

 11 

The Proposed Action, which would completely satisfy the purpose and need, is discussed in 12 

Section 2.1.  The No Action Alternative is described in Section 2.2, and although it would not 13 

satisfy the purpose and need, it will be carried forward for analysis as required by CEQ 14 

regulations.   15 

 16 

2.1 Proposed Action  17 

Under the Proposed Action, the Air Force would use an additional 20 identified sites in Arizona 18 

as HLZ/DZs during routine training events conducted by the 563 RQG (Figure 2-1 and Table 2-19 

1).  The existing HLZ/DZ sites currently used by Davis-Monthan AFB are also noted on Figure 20 

2-1.  The proposed sites are all located on Federal or state land and have been previously 21 

disturbed, according to the State Land Department.  A special-use permit would be required 22 

from the affected land managers for use of the proposed sites, and would last for 2 years.  23 

Potential future sites, based on mission training requirements, could also be used through a 24 

special-use permit or lease.  The 563 RQG is responsible for ensuring that the quantity of 25 

HLZ/DZ sites necessary is properly monitored.  The number of potential future sites should be 26 

kept to a minimum, but should be sufficient to meet training requirements.  The Air Force will 27 

perform appropriate environmental analyses on these future sites when, or if, they are identified.   28 

 29 

The identified and potential future sites would range from 0.3 to 2.7 acres in size.  No 30 

construction or ground disturbance would be expected at the identified or potential future sites.  31 

Some minor trimming of vegetation could occur along the perimeter of sites located within 32 

forested or scrub areas; this would be required for safety purposes to avoid contact with 33 

vegetation by helicopter blades.   34 

35 
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Table 2-1.  Description of Proposed HLZ/DZ Sites 1 

Name Latitude Longitude County Land Owner Legal Description 
UTM Coordinates 

Easting Northing 

GRAPEVINE 33.646175 -111.057 Gila 
U.S. Forest 
Service (Tonto 
National Forest) 

Section 32, T4N, R13E 494716 3722927 

BLACKHILLS 31.832697 -111.339 Pima State of Arizona Section 29, T18S, R10E 467889 3521942 

BROOKE 32.707833 -110.483 Pinal State of Arizona Section 27, T8S, R18E 548439 3619016 

CALIENTE 31.707727 -110.989 
Santa 
Cruz 

State of Arizona Section 11, T20S, R13E 501034 3508040 

FROELICH 32.443731 -110.05 Graham State of Arizona Section 25, T11S, R22E 589331 3590019 

JEEP 32.411484 -110.232 Cochise State of Arizona Section 8, T12S, R21E 572222 3586307 

JENNA 32.289333 -110.056 Cochise State of Arizona Section 24, T13S, R22E 588918 3572898 

LOST ACRE 32.3055 -111.431 Pima State of Arizona Section 16, T13S, R9E 459472 3574380 

PAIGE 32.2315 -110.395 Cochise State of Arizona Section 10, T14S, R19E 557046 3566257 

PEDRO 32.202 -110.33 Cochise State of Arizona Section 20, T14S, R20E 563132 3563023 

PENITAS 31.772718 -111.273 Pima State of Arizona Section 13, T19S, R10E 474150 3515276 

PINNACLE 32.233221 -110.354 Cochise State of Arizona Section 12, T14S, R19E 560887 3566470 

PIPELINE 32.360793 -110.314 Cochise 
Bureau of Land 
Management 

Section 28, T12S, R20E 564537 3580635 

POND 31.838631 -111.334 Pima State of Arizona Section 29, T18S, R10E 468396 3522598 

PRIETO 31.845048 -111.346 Pima State of Arizona Section 20, T18S, R10E 467284 3523312 

RANCHO 
SECO 

31.710028 -111.347 Pima State of Arizona Section 8, T20S, R10E 467143 3508348 

SIERRITA 31.830667 -111.328 Pima State of Arizona Section 28, T18S, R10E 468946 3521714 

SILVERMINE 32.341778 -111.451 Pima State of Arizona Section 32, T12S, R9E 457601 3578409 

STRONGHOLD 31.946333 -109.956 Cochise 

U.S. Forest 
Service 
(Coronado 
National Forest) 

Section 24, T17S, R23E 598620 3534916 

WATERMAN 32.34742 -111.442 Pima State of Arizona Section 32, T12S, R9E 458409 3579032 

 

Each proposed HLZ/DZ site would 2 

potentially be used between 24 and 250 3 

times annually; however, the training 4 

requirements would dictate the frequency 5 

of use for each site.  The training events 6 

would include the use of the HC-130 cargo 7 

aircraft and HH-60 helicopters 8 

(Photographs 2-1 and 2-2).  The HLZs 9 

would be used as a landing area for short 10 

field landing, hovering, and takeoff training 11 

for the HH-60 helicopters.  During the 12 Photograph 2-1.  HH-60 Pave Hawk Helicopter 
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training event, one to three helicopters would land and deploy search and rescue units or 1 

rescue participants who have been brought to the site.  There would be no increase in sorties as 2 

analyzed in the 2002 CSAR EA; there would 3 

only be an increase in the number of 4 

HLZ/DZ sites available for use.  No live fire 5 

would occur during these training events 6 

outside of established DoD ranges, such as 7 

the BMGR.  Training missions would include 8 

nighttime flights; however, all activities 9 

would comply with the restrictions 10 

established by Davis-Monthan AFB.  11 

Detailed descriptions of how the training 12 

activities would be conducted are provided 13 

in the 2002 CSAR EA and are incorporated herein by reference.   14 

 15 

The proposed HLZ/DZs are located throughout southern and central Arizona in a variety of 16 

settings and on state or Federal lands (see Figure 2-1 and Table 2-1).  The sites range in size 17 

from 0.3 acre to 2.7 acres.  The size and shape of each of the HLZ/DZs is largely contingent 18 

upon the landform and surrounding vegetation.  The project site maps can be found in Appendix 19 

B.  These maps provide an aerial photograph and the boundaries of the proposed HLZ/DZ sites.  20 

The plotted location of the Silvermine HLZ/DZ placed it in a steeply sloped and heavily 21 

vegetated area.  A small, slightly sloping area devoid of vegetation that appears suitable for an 22 

HLZ/DZ was surveyed.  However, several nearby locations that also have the likelihood to be 23 

used by a helicopter were surveyed as alternates (Appendix B, Figure 18).  Approximately 23.5 24 

acres were surveyed for natural and cultural resources as part of the EIAP.   25 

   26 

2.1.1 Airspace  27 

Numerous training airspaces, including RAs, MOAs, military training routes (MTR), and Air 28 

Traffic Control Assigned Airspace (ATCAA) are used by the 563 RQG throughout southern 29 

Arizona.  The current training activities would not be increased and are within the capacity of 30 

existing airspace and ranges (see Figure 1-2), which have been previously assessed for 31 

environmental impacts.  Only Class E and uncontrolled Class G airspace would be used along 32 

the flight path to access the Grapevine site.  33 

Photograph 2-2.  HC-130 Aircraft 
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Air traffic is coordinated with the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), which maintains staff at 1 

Davis-Monthan AFB, and each MOA scheduling agency also has a separate Letter of 2 

Agreement with the Albuquerque Air Route Traffic Control Center (ARTCC).  Aerial refueling 3 

routes typically used by Air Force units are VF-259, -260, -263, and -268/7/9.  The Personnel 4 

Recovery aircraft would typically use the A-10 LATN area to transit to/from Davis-Monthan AFB 5 

and BMGR.  All aircraft using this LATN must follow the rules described in Davis-Monthan AFB 6 

Base Instruction 11-250.  Competition for this airspace is stringent, but because the airspace is 7 

so vast (1.05 million acres), scheduled flights are well below the capacity.  Because of the 8 

frequent use of the BMGR for training that includes munitions delivery, scheduling range use 9 

could become a limiting factor in the future.  Table 2-2 lists the airspace and altitude restrictions 10 

available for training operations at Davis-Monthan AFB.   11 

 12 

Table 2-2.  Annual Training Airspace Near Davis-Monthan AFB 13 

Airspace Unit 
Floor 

(feet) 

Ceiling 

(feet) 
Scheduling Office 

Outlaw MOA/ATCAA 8,000 AMSL FL510 162 FW (ANG) 

Jackal MOA/ATCAA 11,000 AMSL FL510 162 FW (ANG) 

Jackal Low MOA 100 AGL 10,999 AMSL 162 FW (ANG) 

Reserve MOA/ATCAA 5,000 AGL FL510 162 FW (ANG) 

Morenci MOA/ATCAA 1,500 AGL FL510 162 FW (ANG) 

Tombstone A MOA 500 AGL 14,499 AMSL 355 FW (Davis-Monthan AFB) 

Tombstone B MOA 500 AGL 14,499 AMSL 355 FW (Davis-Monthan AFB) 

Tombstone C MOA/ATCAA 14,500 AMSL FL510 355 FW (Davis-Monthan AFB) 

Mustang (R-2303B) 8,000 AMSL FL300 Fort Huachuca 

Ruby MOA/ATCAA 10,000 AMSL FL510 162 FW (ANG) 

Fuzzy MOA 100 AGL 9,999 AMSL 162 FW (ANG) 

Sells Low MOA 3,000 AGL 9,999 AMSL 56 FW (Luke AFB) 

Sells MOA/ATCAA 10,000 AMSL FL510 56 FW (Luke AFB) 

R-2301E (NTAC/STAC/A-A) Surface FL800 56 FW (Luke AFB) 

R-2304 (ETAC) Surface FL240 56 FW (Luke AFB) 

R-2305 Surface FL240 56 FW (Luke AFB) 

AR-613 16,000 AMSL FL280 355 FW (Davis-Monthan AFB) 

AR-639 16,000 AMSL FL280 355 FW (Davis-Monthan AFB) 

AR-639A 13,000 AMSL FL280 355 FW (Davis-Monthan AFB) 

AR-647 10,000 AMSL FL290 56 FW (Luke AFB) 

AGL=Above Ground Level, FL=Flight Level (altitude in 100 feet), AMSL=Above Mean Sea Level, ANG=Air National Guard 14 
NTAC=North Tactical Range, STAC=South Tactical Range, ETAC=East Tactical Range 15 
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2.2 No Action Alternative 1 

The No Action Alternative typically describes the baseline of current operations that will be 2 

compared against the Proposed Action.  The No Action Alternative would not increase the 3 

number of sites available for training.  Consequently, this alternative would not satisfy the 4 

purpose and need; however, it will be carried forward for analysis, as required by CEQ, and will 5 

form the basis for analysis of the other alternatives.  For purposes of the SEA, the level of 6 

training missions to be assessed under the No Action Alternative would be that described as the 7 

Proposed Action in the 2002 CSAR EA. 8 

 9 

2.3 Summary of Impacts 10 

Potential environmental impacts of the Proposed Action would be those associated with the 11 

increase in the number of HLZ/DZs in order to provide a more robust and realistic training 12 

scenario.  Specifically, an additional 20 identified sites in Arizona would be used as HLZ/DZs 13 

during routine training events conducted by the 563 RQG.  Table 2-3 presents a summary of the 14 

impacts expected to occur under each alternative.  These impacts are described in more detail 15 

in Section 4.0 of this SEA.  16 

17 
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Table 2-3.  Summary of Impacts 1 

Resource No Action Alternative Proposed Action  

Airspace 
No additional impacts on 
airspace. 

Impacts would be considered negligible, and there would be no significant 
impacts on airspace operations, airspace, or civilian aviation. 

Land Use 
Resources 

No additional impacts on 
land use resources. 

The use of the Grapevine and Stronghold HLZ/DZ sites would impact the 
land use and visual resources of the surrounding area due to noise and 
visual impacts.  Due to these impacts, the Grapevine and Stronghold sites 
will be removed from the list of proposed HLZ/DZ sites and will not be 
used during routine training events conducted by the 563 RQG.  The land 
use and visual resources impacts would be considered minor, and 
implementation of the Proposed Action would not have a significant 
impact. 

Air Quality 
No additional impacts on 
air quality. 

Overall, the maximum net increases in air emissions would be minor and 
well below the de minimis thresholds; therefore, the direct and indirect 
impacts on air quality would not be significant. 

Noise 
No additional increase in 
noise or noise impacts. 

The training activities would potentially create Sound Exposure Levels 
(SELs) in excess of 85 A-weighted decibels (dBA) on the Coronado 
National Forest near Jenna HLZ/DZ, receptors (campsites) near 
Grapevine HLZ/DZ, and residential/recreational receptors and Coronado 
National Forest adjacent to the Stronghold HLZ/DZ.  Due to these 
impacts, the Grapevine and Stronghold sites will be removed from the list 
of proposed HLZ/DZ sites and will not be used during routine training 
events conducted by the 563 RQG.  During training use, low-flying flight 
patterns over the Coronado National Forest north of the Jenna HLZ/DZ 
will be avoided so that the 85 dBA threshold is not exceeded over the 
USFS lands.  The training personnel will be advised of this requirement 
prior to each training mission using the Jenna HLZ/DZ.  With these 
implementations, the noise impacts would be considered minor to 
moderate, and no significant impacts would occur. 

Socioeconomics 
and 
Environmental 
Justice 

No additional impacts on 
socioeconomics or 
environmental justice. 

Use of the Stronghold HLZ/DZ would cause noise impacts on the 
residences in the area when flights occur.  The increased noise levels 
would also impact the ability of the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) to rent the 
“Rooms with a View” cabins nearby.  The Grapevine Group Campground 
would receive noise impacts during flights associated with personnel 
recovery training.  Substantial and frequent use of the site could cause 
campers to seek other locations instead of the Grapevine site, thereby 
impacting use and revenues. 
 
Due to these impacts, the Grapevine and Stronghold sites will be 
removed from the list of proposed HLZ/DZ sites and will not be used 
during routine training events conducted by the 563 RQG.  There are no 
socioeconomic impacts associated with the remaining HLZ/DZ sites and 
no significant impacts would occur. 
 
There would be no disproportionately adverse impacts on minority or low-
income populations or children. 

Biological 
Resources 

No additional impacts on 
biological resources. 

The Federally Endangered Pima pineapple cactus (Coryphantha scheeri 
var. robustispina) and Federally Endangered lesser long-nosed bat 
(Leptonycteris curasoae yerbabuenae) food sources such as saguaro 
(Carnegiea gigantean) and Palmer’s agave (Agave palmeri) were found at 
some of the HLZ/DZ sites and would be avoided during training events 
and use of the HLZ/DZ sites.  The Air Force has determined that the 
Proposed Action may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, the 
jaguar, ocelot, lesser long-nosed bat, and Pima pineapple cactus.  The 
Proposed Action would not result in any significant impacts on protected 
species or designated Critical Habitats. 
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Resource No Action Alternative Proposed Action  

Water 
Resources 

No additional impacts on 
water resources. 

Since no construction activities would occur and only minimal ground-
disturbing activities would take place during landing and takeoff, the 
training activities would have no appreciable effects on the groundwater 
or surface waters in the region of influence.  Impacts on surface waters 
and groundwater at the proposed HLZ/DZ sites would be considered 
insignificant.  There would be no significant impacts on floodplains, 
wetlands, or waters of the U.S.   

Hazardous 
Materials and 
Waste  

No additional hazardous 
materials and waste 
impacts. 

All 20 currently identified HLZ/DZ sites were visually surveyed for 
evidence of soil staining, drums, or other material that might cause 
contamination issues and no sites were noted to have any visible 
concerns.  The likelihood for leaks or unscheduled maintenance of 
helicopters is minimal.  Hazardous materials and waste impacts at the 
proposed HLZ/DZ sites would be insignificant. 

Cultural 
Resources 

No additional impacts on 
cultural resources. 

Two new and previously unidentified archaeological sites were identified 
at the Pedro and Paige HLZ/DZ sites.  Davis-Monthan AFB recommends 
both sites as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) 
under Criterion D for their research potential.  Both sites have been 
removed from the list of proposed HLZ/DZ training sites to prevent 
adverse effects on both properties by activities associated with the 
personnel recovery training.  The results of the surveys showed that the 
remaining 18 of the 20 HLZs had no cultural resources within the 
HLZ/DZs.  No adverse effects due to visual or noise intrusions from 
overflights would occur on NRHP-eligible or listed archaeological 
resources, architectural resources, or traditional cultural properties.  The 
Arizona SHPO concurred with the finding of No Adverse Effect in a letter 
dated July 12, 2013 (Appendix A).   

Earth Resources 
Minor impacts on soils 
due to increased use of 
existing HLZ/DZ sites. 

There would be no impacts on geology or the topography of the project 
area.  No construction or significant ground disturbance would be 
expected at the sites.  The use of HH-60 helicopters would impact soils 
during takeoff and landing due to erosion from propeller wash and would 
potentially be a greater concern for HLZ/DZs sited near stream banks.  
However, the training events at these sites would be temporary and 
intermittent, and the soil disturbance would primarily occur in previously 
disturbed areas.  Dust control methods could be utilized and impacts on 
soils would be considered minor.   

Safety and 
Occupational 
Health 

No additional increase in 
safety hazards or 
occupational health 
would be expected. 

There would be no significant safety hazards or occupational health 
impacts associated with the Proposed Action.   

Table 2-3, continued 



SECTION 3.0

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
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3.0 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 1 

 2 

This section presents information on environmental conditions for resources potentially affected 3 

by the Proposed Action and alternatives described in Chapter 2.0.  Under NEPA, the analysis of 4 

environmental conditions should address only those areas and environmental resources with 5 

the potential to be affected by the proposed alternatives; locations and resources with no 6 

potential to be affected are not required to be analyzed.  The environment includes the natural 7 

environment, as well as the socioeconomic, cultural, and physical resources associated with the 8 

human environment. 9 

 10 

In the EIAP, the resources analyzed are identified and the expected geographic scope of 11 

potential impacts, known as the region of influence (ROI), is defined.  For the implementation of 12 

the proposed Personnel Recovery training sites, the ROI is the area immediately surrounding 13 

Davis-Monthan AFB and Cochise, Gila, Graham, Pima, Pinal, and Santa Cruz counties. 14 

 15 

3.1 Airspace  16 

The ROI for the Proposed Action and alternatives includes airspace in and around Davis-17 

Monthan AFB, Arizona, including MOAs and restricted areas reserved for military aircraft 18 

operations around Tucson, Arizona.  The FAA is responsible for managing airspace through a 19 

system of flight rules and regulations, airspace management actions, and Air Traffic Control 20 

(ATC) procedures.  The FAA accomplishes this through close coordination with state aviation 21 

and airport planners, military airspace managers, and other entities to determine how airspace 22 

can be used most effectively to serve all interests.  All aircraft are subject to Federal Aviation 23 

Regulations (FARs). 24 

 25 

The FAA has designated four types of airspace above the U.S.: controlled, uncontrolled, 26 

special-use, and other.  The categories and types of airspace are dictated by the complexity or 27 

density of aircraft movements, the nature of the operations conducted within the airspace, the 28 

level of safety required, and National and public interest in the airspace.  The ROI for the 29 

preferred alternative includes controlled airspace (Davis-Monthan AFB), special-use airspace 30 

used for military aircrew training (e.g., MOAs), and other (e.g., controlled and uncontrolled 31 

airspace represented by LATN areas).  A description of the types of airspace designated by the 32 

FAA can be found in Appendix C.  The location of the proposed HLZ/DZ sites within airspace 33 

used by Davis-Monthan AFB can be found on Figure 3-1. 34 
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The airspace surrounding Davis-Monthan AFB was previously described in the 2002 EA for the 1 

CSAR Beddown, and that description and discussion is incorporated here by reference (Davis-2 

Monthan AFB 2002). 3 

 4 

3.2 Land Use Resources 5 

Generally land use refers to how land is or may be utilized or developed, whether for 6 

commercial, industrial, residential, agricultural, or recreational purposes, or as open space.  7 

Land ownership is land categorization according to the type of owner.  Some major land 8 

ownership categories include Federal, state, American Indian, and private.  Under this section of 9 

the SEA, land use, visual resources, and transportation would be evaluated; however, as 10 

transportation for the Proposed Action deals primarily with HC-130 cargo aircraft and HH-60 11 

helicopter use, aerial transportation will be discussed under Airspace (Section 3.1) and the 12 

noise associated with the aerial use will be discussed under Noise (Section 3.4).  As such, 13 

transportation will not be further discussed in this section of the SEA. 14 

 15 

3.2.1 Land Use 16 

The 20 proposed HLZ/DZ sites are all located on Federal or state land and have been 17 

previously disturbed.  The project areas for the Proposed Action consist of public lands in Santa 18 

Cruz, Pima, Pinal, Gila, Graham, and Cochise counties (see Table 2-1).  The Federal and state 19 

lands would be leased by the Air Force for personnel recovery training use. 20 

 21 

Davis-Monthan AFB is located at the southeastern edge of Tucson in Pima County, Arizona, 22 

and occupies approximately 10,633 acres.  The areas north, south, and west of the base are 23 

urbanized; the areas to the east and southeast are more sparsely developed.  Davis-Monthan 24 

AFB is primarily within the boundaries of the City of Tucson except for areas to the south that 25 

border unincorporated areas within Pima County.  Approximately half of the proposed HLZ/DZ 26 

sites are situated northeast and southeast of Davis-Monthan AFB and half are found northwest 27 

and southwest of the base (see Figure 2-1).  One site, Grapevine, is located north of Davis-28 

Monthan AFB.  The proposed HLZ/DZ sites and any potential future sites would range in size 29 

from 0.3 to 2.7 acres.   30 

 31 

Seventeen of the 20 proposed HLZ/DZ sites are located in lands owned by the State of Arizona.  32 

All State of Arizona lands have been used historically as rangeland for cattle.  One site, 33 

Pipeline, is located on lands owned by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and two sites 34 
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(Grapevine and Stronghold) are located within U.S. Forest Service (USFS) lands.  All actions at 1 

sites located within the U.S. Department of the Interior lands must conform to an existing land 2 

use plan, and the 563 RQG is required to have special-use permits for the three sites located on 3 

USFS land and BLM land.  All state lands also require a special-use permit. 4 

 5 

The two sites located on USFS lands (Grapevine and Stronghold) are located within publicly 6 

used recreational areas as described below.   7 

 8 

Stronghold HLZ/DZ 9 

The Stronghold HLZ/DZ is located in Cochise County within the USFS Coronado National 10 

Forest in an area that is used for recreation and also contains a number of private homes.  The 11 

site is located at a helispot that is currently used by the USFS for search and rescue in the 12 

Cochise-Stronghold Canyon.  The helispot was moved to this location between 2008 and 2009 13 

on land that had recently been donated to the Coronado National Forest.  The helispot was 14 

located in a pasture adjacent to the recently donated house, which, along with a second house 15 

approximately 1 mile to the south, is part of the “Rooms with a View” cabin rental program 16 

(USFS 2013b).  These cabins provide income to the USFS that is used for upkeep and 17 

maintenance.  One of the cabins, known as the Half Moon Ranch cabin, is within 200 feet of the 18 

proposed Stronghold HLZ/DZ.  A bat conservation group and the USFS recently invested in the 19 

construction of a new wildlife pond, and as a result of this permanent water source, Half Moon 20 

Ranch has become more popular with bird watchers (USFS 2013a). 21 

 22 

The other cabin, known as the Shaw House, has been determined eligible for the National 23 

Register of Historic Places (NRHP).  Funds from its rental are used for required maintenance 24 

and preservation.  Both cabins have corrals and allow visitors to have up to six horses or mules.  25 

The trailhead for an equestrian trail is located between the two cabins (USFS 2013b).   26 

 27 

Several private homes are also located within 1 mile south of the proposed HLZ/DZ off West 28 

Ironwood Road and West Hunt Road.  At least four homes are occupied year-round, and at 29 

least two additional homes are weekend/holiday residences (USFS 2013b).   30 

 31 

Other recreation-related uses near the site include the Broken Arrow Baptist Church Camp, 32 

associated with Broken Arrow Baptist Church in Pearce, Arizona, which is located 33 

approximately 0.75 mile north of the Stronghold HLZ/DZ, and the Cochise Stronghold 34 
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Campground, operated by the Coronado National Forest, which is located approximately 2,000 1 

feet south of the site.  The campground is closed annually from June 1st through September 2 

1st.  There is also dispersed camping throughout the area.  The USFS noted that West 3 

Ironwood Road, which runs along the side of the Stronghold site, is the only entrance and exit to 4 

the Cochise Stronghold Canyon (USFS 2013b).  In addition, USFS has issued special-use 5 

permits to 99 groups.  Seventy permit holders are classified as Outfitter and Guides [hiking, bird 6 

watching, rock climbing, eco-tours, etc.], 22 are researchers [non-disturbing], and 7 are 7 

archaeological companies (USFS 2013c).  8 

 9 

Grapevine HLZ/DZ 10 

The Grapevine HLZ/DZ is located in Gila County in the Tonto National Forest just south of the 11 

Theodore Roosevelt Lake near an area that is used for recreation.  A group campground, a 12 

public boat launch, and an airstrip used by aviators’ clubs in the region are located within 1 mile 13 

of the proposed site. 14 

 15 

The Grapevine Group Campground is located approximately 3,000 feet from the proposed 16 

HLZ/DZ.  The Grapevine Group Campground offers year-round camping, including utility 17 

hookups, grills, and covered picnic areas, at each of the 10 group units.  The busy season is 18 

October through April, with October and April being the busiest months.  Use of the campsites 19 

from May through September is sporadic due to high temperatures (USFS 2013d). 20 

  21 

The Grapevine public boat launch is located approximately 0.5 mile from the Grapevine site and 22 

receives regular public use throughout the year (USFS 2013d). 23 

  24 

The Grapevine air strip is located south of and connects to the Grapevine HLZ/DZ.  The 25 

aviators’ clubs use the strip regularly, maintain the airstrip, and have recently discussed 26 

resurfacing parts of the strip.  They hold “Fly-ins,” which are well-organized events and occur 27 

the third weekend of every month between October and May, arriving on Thursdays and staying 28 

through the weekend.  The “Fly-ins” are not held during the summer (June through September) 29 

(USFS 2013d).     30 

 31 

3.2.2 Visual Resources 32 

Visual resources are the natural and man-made features that form the aesthetic qualities of an 33 

area.  These features form the overall impression that an observer receives of an area or its 34 
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landscape character.  The project areas are visited for their natural setting and aesthetic values 1 

and include the Tonto and Coronado National Forests. 2 

 3 

The terrain in and around the 20 proposed sites varies from flat to sloping with alluvial washes 4 

typical of Sonoran desert topography.  Some sites are located on nearby hills and mountainous 5 

foothills.  Scenic mountain ranges are interspersed and visible from many of the 20 proposed 6 

sites.  The San Pedro and Santa Cruz river valleys are prized for their natural beauty and are 7 

used by recreationists for many activities including birding, camping, and hiking.  Many areas 8 

around the proposed sites are open to the public for recreational purposes, and access is 9 

authorized by permit on a near-continuous basis.   10 

 11 

The proposed Grapevine site is within the Tonto National Forest.  It is approximately 0.5 mile 12 

south of Theodore Roosevelt Lake and approximately 3.5 miles north of the Superstition 13 

Wilderness Area within the Tonto National Forest.  The Tonto National Forest is the fifth largest 14 

forest in the U.S. and is one of the most visited “urban” forests (USFS 2013e).  The Tonto 15 

National Forest covers rugged and unique areas, ranging from cactus-studded desert to pine-16 

forested mountains (USFS 2013e). 17 

 18 

The proposed Stronghold site is within the Coronado National Forest in the northeastern portion 19 

of the Dragoon Mountains.  The Coronado National Forest “Rooms with a View” Half Moon 20 

Ranch is located less than 200 feet from the northeastern portion of the Stronghold site.  The 21 

Coronado National Forest offers visitors hiking, scenic driving, fishing, and wildlife viewing 22 

opportunities.  The Coronado National Forest also offers scenic alpine and sub-alpine forests 23 

and several peaks over 7,000 feet AMSL, including the Dragoon Mountains, one of the isolated 24 

“sky island” ranges in the area, which offer visitors sweeping views of the Sonoran Desert and 25 

foothills below.   26 

 27 

3.3 Air Quality  28 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) established National Ambient Air Quality 29 

Standards (NAAQS) for specific pollutants determined to be of concern with respect to the 30 

health and welfare of the general public.  Ambient air quality standards are classified as either 31 

"primary" or "secondary."  The major pollutants of concern, or criteria pollutants, are carbon 32 

monoxide (CO), sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), ozone (O3), particulate matter less 33 

than 10 microns (PM-10), particulate matter less than 2.5 microns (PM-2.5), and lead.  NAAQS 34 
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represent the maximum levels of background pollution that are considered safe, with an 1 

adequate margin of safety, to protect the public health and welfare.  The NAAQS are included in 2 

Table 3-1.   3 

 4 

Table 3-1.  National Ambient Air Quality Standards 5 

Pollutant 
Primary Standards Secondary Standards 

Level Averaging Time Level Averaging Times

Carbon 
Monoxide 

9 ppm (10 mg/m3) 8-hour (1) 
None 

35 ppm (40 mg/m3) 1-hour (1) 

Lead 
0.15 µg/m3 (2) Rolling 3-Month Average Same as Primary 

1.5 µg/m3 Quarterly Average Same as Primary 

Nitrogen Dioxide 
53 ppb (3) 

Annual 
(Arithmetic Average) 

Same as Primary 

100 ppb 1-hour (4) None 
Particulate 
Matter (PM-10) 

150 µg/m3 24-hour (5) Same as Primary 

Particulate 
Matter (PM-2.5) 

15.0 µg/m3 
Annual (6) 

(Arithmetic Average) 
Same as Primary 

35 µg/m3 24-hour (7) Same as Primary 

Ozone 

0.075 ppm  
(2008 std) 

8-hour (8) Same as Primary 

0.08 ppm  
(1997 std) 

8-hour (9) Same as Primary 

0.12 ppm 1-hour (10) Same as Primary 

Sulfur Dioxide 
0.03 ppm 

Annual  
(Arithmetic Average) 0.5 ppm 3-hour (1) 

0.14 ppm 24-hour (1) 
75 ppb (11) 1-hour None 

Source: USEPA 2013a at http://www.epa.gov/air/criteria.html 6 
Units of measure for the standards are parts per million (ppm) by volume, parts per billion (ppb - 1 part in 1,000,000,000) by volume, 7 
milligrams per cubic meter of air (mg/m3), and micrograms per cubic meter of air (µg/m3). 8 
(1) Not to be exceeded more than once per year. 9 
(2) Final rule signed October 15, 2008. 10 
(3) The official level of the annual NO2 standard is 0.053 ppm, equal to 53 ppb, which is shown here for the purpose of clearer 11 
comparison to the 1-hour standard 12 
(4) To attain this standard, the 3-year average of the 98th percentile of the daily maximum 1-hour average at each monitor within an 13 
area must not exceed 100 ppb (effective January 22, 2010). 14 
(5) Not to be exceeded more than once per year on average over 3 years. 15 
(6) To attain this standard, the 3-year average of the weighted annual mean PM-2.5 concentrations from single or multiple 16 
community-oriented monitors must not exceed 15.0 µg/m3. 17 
(7) To attain this standard, the 3-year average of the 98th percentile of 24-hour concentrations at each population-oriented monitor 18 
within an area must not exceed 35 µg/m3 (effective December 17, 2006). 19 
(8) To attain this standard, the 3-year average of the fourth-highest daily maximum 8-hour average O3 concentrations measured at 20 
each monitor within an area over each year must not exceed 0.075 ppm  (effective May 27, 2008).   21 
(9) (a) To attain this standard, the 3-year average of the fourth-highest daily maximum 8-hour average O3 concentrations measured at 22 
each monitor within an area over each year must not exceed 0.08 ppm.  23 
    (b) The 1997 standard—and the implementation rules for that standard—will remain in place for implementation purposes as 24 
USEPA undertakes rulemaking to address the transition from the 1997 O3 standard to the 2008 O3 standard. 25 
    (c)USEPA is in the process of reconsidering these standards (set in March 2008). 26 
(10) (a)USEPA revoked the 1-hour O3 standard in all areas, although some areas have continuing obligations under that standard 27 
("anti-backsliding"). 28 
      (b) The standard is attained when the expected number of days per calendar year with maximum hourly average concentrations 29 
above 0.12 ppm is < 1. 30 
(11) (a) Final rule signed June 2, 2010.  To attain this standard, the 3-year average of the 99th percentile of the daily maximum 1-hour 31 
average at each monitor within an area must not exceed 75 ppb. 32 

33 
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Counties that do not meet these NAAQS standards are called non-attainment areas; counties 1 

that meet both primary and secondary standards are known as attainment areas.  The Federal 2 

Conformity Final Rule (40 CFR Parts 51 and 93) specifies criteria and requirements for 3 

conformity determinations for Federal projects.  The Federal Conformity Rule was first 4 

promulgated in 1993 by the USEPA, following the passage of Amendments to the CAA in 1990.  5 

The rule mandates that a conformity analysis be performed when a Federal action generates air 6 

pollutants in a region that has been designated a non-attainment or maintenance area for one or 7 

more NAAQS. 8 

 9 

A conformity analysis is the process used to determine whether a Federal action meets the 10 

requirements of the General Conformity Rule.  It requires the responsible Federal agency to 11 

evaluate the nature of a proposed action and associated air pollutant emissions and calculate 12 

emissions that may result from the implementation of the Proposed Action.  If the emissions 13 

exceed established limits, known as de minimis thresholds, the proponent is required to perform 14 

a conformity determination and implement appropriate mitigation measures to reduce air 15 

emissions.   16 

 17 

The USEPA and Arizona Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ) monitor air emissions by 18 

county.  The HLZ/DZ sites are located in six counties in Arizona.  Table 3-2 presents the 19 

attainment status of each of the six counties.  Nine of the 20 HLZ/DZs are located in Pima 20 

County, seven are located in Cochise County, and one each in Gila, Pinal, Santa Cruz, and 21 

Graham counties.  22 

 23 

Table 3-2.  Proposed Personnel Recovery HLZ/DZ Sites and 24 
County Attainment Status 25 

County Attainment Status in County 

Cochise Non-attainment for PM-10, Moderate 

Gila Non-attainment for PM-10, Moderate 

Graham In attainment for all NAAQS 

Pinal Non-attainment for 8-hour O3, SO2, PM-2.5,  PM-10, Moderate 

Pima Non-attainment for PM-10, Moderate 

Santa Cruz Non-attainment for PM-10 and PM-2.5, Moderate 

Source: USEPA 2013b. 26 
27 
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Greenhouse Gases and Climate Change 1 

Global climate change refers to a change in the average weather on the earth.  Greenhouse 2 

gases (GHGs) are gases that trap heat in the atmosphere.  The GHGs covered by EO 13514 3 

are carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), hydrofluorocarbon (HFC), 4 

perfluorocarbons, and sulfur hexafluoride.  These GHGs have varying heat-trapping abilities and 5 

atmospheric lifetimes.  CO2 equivalency (CO2e) is a measuring methodology used to compare 6 

the heat-trapping impact from various GHGs relative to CO2.  Some gases have a greater global 7 

warming potential than others.  Nitrogen oxides (NOx), for instance, have a global warming 8 

potential that is 310 times greater than an equivalent amount of CO2, and CH4 is 21 times 9 

greater than CO2e. 10 

 11 

GHG Threshold of Significance 12 

The CEQ drafted guidelines for determining meaningful GHG decision-making analysis.  The 13 

CEQ guidance states that if the project would be reasonably anticipated to cause direct GHG 14 

emissions of 25,000 metric tons (27,557 U.S. tons) or more of CO2 on an annual basis, 15 

agencies should consider this a threshold for decision makers and the public.  CEQ does not 16 

propose this as an indicator of a threshold of significant effects, but rather as an indicator of a 17 

minimum level of GHG emissions that may warrant some description in the appropriate NEPA 18 

analysis for agency actions involving direct emissions of GHG (CEQ 2010). 19 

 20 

3.4 Noise 21 

Noise is generally described as unwanted sound, which can be based either on objective effects 22 

(i.e., hearing loss, damage to structures) or subjective judgments (e.g., community annoyance).  23 

Human response to noise can vary according to the type and characteristic of the noise source, 24 

the distance between the noise source and the receptor, the sensitivity of the receptor, and the 25 

time of day.  Sound is usually represented on a logarithmic scale with a unit called the decibel 26 

(dB).  Thus, a 10 dB increase in noise corresponds to a 100 percent increase in the perceived 27 

sound.  Under most conditions, a 5 dB change is necessary for noise increase to be noticeable.  28 

The threshold of human hearing is approximately 0 dB, and the threshold of discomfort or pain 29 

is around 120 dB (USEPA 1972).  30 

 31 

Noise levels are computed over a 24-hour period and represented as day-night average sound 32 

level (DNL).  The DNL noise metric incorporates a “penalty” for nighttime noise events occurring 33 

between the hours of 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. to account for increased annoyance.  DNL is the 34 
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community noise metric recommended by the USEPA and has been adopted by most Federal 1 

agencies (USEPA 1974).  Examples of public responses (i.e., annoyance) to various noise 2 

levels are presented in Figure 3-2.  A DNL of 65 dBA (A-weighted decibels) is the level most 3 

commonly used for noise planning purposes and represents a compromise between community 4 

impact and the need for activities like construction.  Areas exposed to a DNL above 65 dBA are 5 

generally not considered suitable for residential use.  A DNL of 55 dBA was identified by 6 

USEPA as a level below which there is no adverse impact (USEPA 1974).   7 

 8 

 9 

Figure 3-2.  Public Annoyance from Noise Exposure (from Shultz 1978) 10 

 11 

The Air Force adopted noise policy to promote the health, safety, and welfare of persons in the 12 

vicinity of installations affected by long-term aircraft noise (DoD Instruction [DoDI] 2011a).  The 13 

regulation provides the managers of the installations with guidelines regarding land use 14 

compatibility.  Residential land uses are discouraged within the 65 to 69 dBA DNL noise contour 15 

and strongly discouraged in 70 to 74 dBA DNL noise contour.  Table 3-3 presents the guidance 16 

policy for a variety of land uses found near Davis-Monthan AFB.  17 
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Table 3-3.  Air Force Noise Policy (DoDI 4165.57) 1 
Noise DNL and Land Use Compatibility 2 

Land Use 
Noise Zones (dBA DNL) 

65-69 70-74 75-79 80-84 

Residential: single units, condos, apartments No1 No1 No No 

Educational Services (schools) No No No No 

Nature Exhibits Yes* No No No 

Parks Yes No No No 

Agriculture Yes* Yes* No No 

Livestock farming Yes* Yes* No No 

Forestry Yes* Yes* Yes* Yes 

Source: DoDI 2011a.  3 
Key: 4 
Yes - Land use and related structures are compatible without restriction. 5 
No - Land use and related structures are not compatible and should be prohibited. 6 
* - Land use is generally compatible with some restrictions. 7 
1 - Land use is generally not compatible, but can be mitigated. 8 

 9 

The DNLs produced by the proposed training aircraft at various altitudes are presented in Table 10 

3-4.  The managers of air installations are encouraged to work with local governments to 11 

discourage residential developments within the 65 to 69 DNL noise contours, and strongly 12 

discourage such developments within the 70 to 74 DNL noise contours.   13 

 14 

Table 3-4.  Maximum DNLs under the Flight Track at Various Altitudes 15 

Aircraft 
Airspeed 

(mph) 
DNL and Altitude (feet) AGL* 

500 1,000 2,000 5,000 10,000 

HH-60 70 49 44 39 30 22 

HC-130 170 62 56 50 40 31 

Source: SELCalc2 Flyover Noise Model.  mph = miles per hour 16 
*Includes three daytime and one night takeoff and landing in 24-hour period.   17 

 18 

A single-event noise, such as an overflight, is described by the sound exposure level (SEL).  19 

The SELs produced by the proposed training aircraft at various altitudes are presented in 20 

Table 3-5.  These levels could produce hearing loss if a person were exposed to such noise for 21 

long durations (e.g., constant levels over several hours).  Other physiological issues, including 22 

stress, could also occur if persons or wildlife were constantly exposed to levels this high or for 23 

long periods.  Of course, many variables can affect SEL, including atmospheric conditions, 24 

power settings, aircraft airspeed, and attitude of the aircraft, and the engine fan speed and 25 

turbine inlet temperature.   26 

27 
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Table 3-5.  Maximum SELs under the Flight Track at Various Altitudes 1 

Aircraft 
Airspeed 

(mph) 
SEL and Altitude (feet) AGL* 

500 1,000 2,000 5,000 10,000 

HH-60 70 90 82 78 68 60 

HC-130 170 95 90 84 75 68 

Source: SELCalc2 Flyover Noise Model. 2 

 3 

Affected Environment 4 

Most of the new HLZ/DZs are located in remote, rural areas far from sensitive noise receptors 5 

(greater than 1 mile).  Exceptions include the Jenna, Grapevine, and Stronghold HLZs.  6 

 7 

 Jenna HLZ/DZ is located 2,400 feet south of the Coronado National Forest.  There are 8 
no residential receptors near the HLZ.  9 

 Grapevine HLZ/DZ is located approximately 3,000 feet west of a residential receptor 10 
(campsite - Grapevine Group Campground).  It is also connected to an airstrip. 11 

 Stronghold HLZ/DZ is located in the Coronado National Forest and there are several 12 
receptors located within a 1-mile radius of the HLZ/DZ including cabins (Half Moon 13 
Ranch and Shaw House), campsites (Cochise Stronghold Campground and Broken 14 
Arrow Baptist Church Camp, and six residential homes.  The closest cabin (Half Moon 15 
Ranch) to the Stronghold HLZ/DZ is 200 feet, the Cochise Stronghold Campground site 16 
is approximately 2,000 feet southwest of the site, and the closest residential home is 17 
2,300 feet from the Stronghold HLZ/DZ.  18 

 19 

3.5 Socioeconomics and Environmental Justice 20 

3.5.1 Socioeconomics 21 

Socioeconomics comprise the basic attributes of population and economic activity within a 22 

particular area or ROI and typically include population, employment, income, and 23 

industrial/commercial growth.   24 

 25 

This section describes the existing conditions in the areas where socioeconomic impacts could 26 

occur.  Socioeconomic resources are present at only two of the proposed sites: Stronghold and 27 

Grapevine.  As a result, this section presents the most current information available for the 28 

areas near these two sites. 29 

 30 

STRONGHOLD HLZ/DZ 31 

The Stronghold HLZ/DZ site is located in one of five Coronado National Forest districts, the 32 

Douglas Ranger District, and is the site of existing helicopter use for the USFS during fire and 33 
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emergency events.  It is located within 200 feet of the Half Moon Ranch cabin.  The other cabin, 1 

known as the Shaw House, has been determined eligible for the NRHP.  The USFS reports that 2 

the cabins are used year-round; however, they are used somewhat less during the hot summer 3 

months (USFS 2013a).  Funds from their rental are used for required maintenance and 4 

preservation of the cabins.  Table 3-6 shows the usage and revenue data for the cabins.     5 

 6 

Table 3-6.  Occupancy and Collections for USFS Rental Cabins near Stronghold  7 

Fiscal 
Year 

Half Moon 
Ranch (Days 

Occupied) 

Half Moon 
Ranch 

(Revenues 
Collected) 

Shaw House 
(Days 

Occupied) 

Shaw House
(Revenues 
Collected) 

Total 
(Days 

Occupied) 

Total 
(Revenues 
Collected)

2010 68 $10,200 97 $14,600 165 $24,800 

2011 50 $ 7, 500 26 $ 4,000 76 $11,500 

2012 40* $ 4,000 83 $12,500 123 $16,500 

2013 
(Oct–May) 

 
33 

 
$ 4,800 

 
47 

 
$ 7,000 

 
80 

 
$11,800 

*In 2012, Half Moon was closed for 4 months for maintenance  8 
Source:  USFS 2013a  9 

 10 

Less than 1 mile from the site and to the north is a church camp called Broken Arrow.  Several 11 

private homes are also located within 1 mile south of the proposed HLZ/DZ off West Ironwood 12 

Road and West Hunt Road.  At least four homes are occupied year-round, and at least two 13 

additional homes are weekend/holiday residences.   14 

 15 

Area Demographics for Stronghold HLZ/DZ 16 

The Stronghold HLZ/DZ is in Census Tract 4, Cochise County, Arizona.  The 2010 U.S. Census 17 

reports that the population of Census Tract 4 was 2,206, as shown in Table 3-7.  There was 18 

almost no change in population in the census track from 2000 to 2010, compared with 19 

population growth rates of 11.5 percent for Cochise County and almost 25 percent for the State 20 

of Arizona.   21 

 22 

Table 3-7.  Stronghold HLZ/DZ – Population 23 

Year 
Census Tract 4 Cochise County Arizona 

Population 
Growth Rate 

(2000 to 2010) 
Population

Growth Rate 
(2000 to 2010) 

Population 
Growth Rate 

(2000 to 2010) 

2010 2,206 0.3% 131,346 11.5% 6,392,017 24.6 
2000 2,200  117,755  5,130,632  

Source:  U.S. Census Bureau 2000 and 2010 24 
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The 2011 per capita personal income for Cochise County ($35,738) was slightly greater than for 1 

Arizona ($35,062); however, both Arizona and Cochise County are well below the U.S. average 2 

per capita income of $41,560, as shown in Table 3-8.  Median household income for Census 3 

Tract 4 was $27,120, which is extremely low compared with the U.S ($52,762), Arizona 4 

($50,752), and Cochise County ($45,906). 5 

 6 

Table 3-8.  Stronghold HLZ/DZ – Income and Poverty 7 

Census 
Tract 4 

Cochise 
County 

Arizona U.S. 

Per capita personal income (dollars), 2011 NA $35,738 $35,062 $41,560 

Per capita income as a percent of U.S., 2011 NA 86.0% 84.4% 100% 

Median Household Income (2007-2011) $27,120 $45,906 $50,752 $52,762 

Persons of all ages below poverty level, percent, 2007-2011 23.4% 16.2% 16.2% 14.3% 

Sources:  U.S. Census Bureau 2011 and U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) 2011, NA – Not available 8 

 9 

GRAPEVINE HLZ/DZ 10 

The Grapevine HLZ/DZ is located in Gila County in the Tonto National Forest just south of the 11 

Theodore Roosevelt Lake near an area that is used for recreation.  There are no permanent 12 

residences within 1 mile of the proposed Grapevine HLZ/DZ; however, a group campground, a 13 

public boat launch, and an air strip used by aviators’ clubs in the region are located within 1 mile 14 

of the proposed site. 15 

 16 

Area Demographics for Grapevine HLZ/DZ 17 

The Grapevine HLZ/DZ is in Census Tract 8, Gila County, Arizona.  The 2010 U.S. Census 18 

reports that the population of Census Tract 8 was 1,281, as shown in Table 3-9.  The 2010 19 

population showed a 16 percent decrease from the 2000 population of 1,528, compared with 20 

population growth rates of 4.4 percent for Gila County and almost 25 percent for the State of 21 

Arizona.    22 

 23 

Table 3-9.  Grapevine HLZ/DZ – Population 24 

Year 
Census Tract 8 Gila County Arizona 

Population 
Growth Rate 

(2000 to 2010) 
Population

Growth Rate 
(2000 to 2010) 

Population 
Growth Rate 

(2000 to 2010) 

2010 1,281 -16.2% 53,597 4.4% 6,392,017 24.6% 

2000 1,528  51,335  5,130,632  

Source:  U.S. Census Bureau 2000 and 2010 25 
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The per capita personal income for Gila County ($31,846) was below the State of Arizona’s per 1 

capita income of $35,062 and below the U.S. average per capita income of $41,560, as shown 2 

in Table 3-10.  Median household income for Census Tract 8 (Gila County) was $26,131, which 3 

is extremely low compared with the U.S ($52,762), Arizona ($50,752), and Gila County 4 

($37,905). 5 

 6 

Table 3-10.  Grapevine HLZ/DZ – Income and Poverty 7 

Census 
Tract 8 

Gila 
County 

Arizona U.S. 

Per capita personal income (dollars), 2011 NA $31,846 $35,062 $41,560 

Per capita income as a percent of U.S., 2011 NA 76.6 84.4% 100% 

Median Household Income (2007-2011) $26,131 $37,905 $50,752 $52,762 

Persons of all ages below poverty level, percent, 2007-2011 10.9% 20.9% 16.2% 14.3% 

Sources:  U.S. Census Bureau 2011 and BEA 2011 8 
NA – Not available 9 

 10 

3.5.2 Environmental Justice 11 

EO 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-12 

Income Populations, was issued by President Clinton on February 11, 1994.  It was intended to 13 

ensure that proposed Federal actions do not have disproportionately high and adverse human 14 

health and environmental effects on minority and low-income populations and to ensure greater 15 

public participation by minority and low-income populations.  It requires each agency to develop 16 

an agency-wide environmental justice strategy.  A Presidential Transmittal Memorandum issued 17 

with the EO states that “each Federal agency shall analyze the environmental effects, including 18 

human health, economic and social effects, of Federal actions, including effects on minority 19 

communities and low-income communities, when such analysis is required by NEPA (42 USC 20 

section 4321, et. seq).”   21 

 22 

EO 12898 does not provide guidelines as to how to determine concentrations of minority or low-23 

income populations.  However, in 1997, the Department of the Air Force issued a Guide for 24 

Environmental Justice Analysis with the Environmental Impact Analysis Process (EIAP) that 25 

provided guidelines for analyzing demographic data on race and ethnicity and poverty to provide 26 

information on minority and low-income populations that could be affected by a Proposed 27 

Action.  The Air Force guidelines also provide details on selecting a Community of Comparison 28 

(COC), which it defines as the smallest governmental or geopolitical unit that encompasses the 29 
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impact footprint.  The COC for the Stronghold HLZ/DZ is Cochise County and the COC for the 1 

Grapevine HLZ/DZ is Gila County. 2 

 3 

The 2010 Census reports numbers of minority individuals and the American Community Survey 4 

(ACS) provides the most recent poverty estimates available.  Minority populations are those 5 

persons who identify themselves as Black, Hispanic, Asian American, American Indian/Alaskan 6 

Native, Pacific Islander, or Other.  Poverty status is used to define low-income and is defined as 7 

the number of people with income below poverty level, which was $23,021for a family of four in 8 

2011, according to the U.S. Census Bureau.  Tables 3-11 and 3-12 provide data on minority 9 

population and poverty for the Stronghold and Grapevine areas. 10 

 11 

Table 3-11.  Stronghold HLZ/DZ Minority and Poverty Data 12 

Location 
Minority Population 

(Percent) 
All Ages in Poverty 

(Percent) 

Census Tract 4 19.5 23.4 

Cochise County (COC) 41.5 16.2 

Arizona 42.2 16.2 

Source:  U.S. Census Bureau 2010 and 2011 13 

 14 

Table 3-12.  Grapevine HLZ/DZ Minority and Poverty Data 15 

Location 
Minority Population 

(Percent) 
All Ages in Poverty 

(Percent) 

Census Tract 8 36.4 10.9 

Gila County (COC) 34.1 20.9 

Arizona 42.2 16.2 

Source:  U.S. Census Bureau 2010 and 2011 16 

 17 

The 2010 Census shows that Cochise County Census Tract 4 has a minority population of 19.5 18 

percent, which is well below the percentage minority for Cochise County (41.5 percent) and the 19 

State of Arizona (42.2 percent).  However, Census Tract 4 has a higher percentage of its 20 

population living in poverty (23.4 percent) than the 16.2 percent for Cochise County and the 21 

State of Arizona. 22 

 23 

The 2010 Census shows that Gila County Census Tract 8 has a substantially lower percentage 24 

of its population living in poverty (10.9 percent) than the 20.9 percent for Gila County and 16.2 25 

percent for the State of Arizona.  Census Tract 8 has a minority population of 36.4 percent, 26 
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which is slightly greater than the percentage minority for Gila County (34.1 percent), but 1 

substantially below the State of Arizona (42.2 percent).  While the Grapevine HLZ/DZ is within 2 

Census Tract 8, it should be noted that there are no permanent residences near the Grapevine 3 

site. 4 

 5 

EO 13045, Protection of Children 6 

EO 13045 requires that each Federal Agency “identify and assess environmental health risks 7 

and safety risks that may disproportionately affect children,” and “ensure that its policies, 8 

programs, activities, and standards address disproportionate risks to children that result from 9 

environmental health risks or safety risks.”  This EO was prompted by the recognition that 10 

children, still undergoing physiological growth and development, are more sensitive to adverse 11 

environmental health and safety risks than adults.  The potential for impacts on the health and 12 

safety of children is greater where projects are located near residential areas. 13 

 14 

3.6 Biological Resources 15 

The 2002 CSAR EA (Davis-Monthan AFB 2002) defines biological resources as including all 16 

living, native, or naturalized flora and fauna, as well as the associated habitats in which they 17 

occur.  This definition is herein incorporated by reference.  The 2002 CSAR EA also separates 18 

biological resources into three categories:  vegetation, wildlife, and special-status species.  This 19 

division is used below when describing the biological resources at the proposed HLZ/DZ 20 

locations. 21 

 22 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 23 

1973, lists various species as Threatened, Endangered, or Candidate species.  Additionally, the 24 

State of Arizona uses the designation Wildlife of Special Concern to denote those species 25 

whose occurrence in Arizona is or may be in jeopardy, or that have known threats or population 26 

declines.  Those species afforded additional protection under the ESA are further discussed in 27 

Section 3.6.3. 28 

 29 

The proposed HLZ/DZs are located in the Basin and Range Physiographic Province of southern 30 

Arizona (Hendricks 1985), which is characterized by northwest to southeast trending fault block 31 

mountain ranges punctuated by broad flat alluvial valleys.  The proposed locations are located 32 

in a variety of environments and range from the Altar Valley, Avra Valley, the Waterman 33 
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Mountains, the Santa Cruz and San Pedro river valleys, the Dragoon Mountains, the Galiuro 1 

Mountains, the Winchester Mountains, and the Tonto Basin. 2 

 3 

The elevations of the proposed HLZ/DZ locations range from 2,240 feet at the lowest to 6,230 4 

feet at the highest.  The HLZ/DZs are, therefore, located within several biotic communities of 5 

southern Arizona, including the Arizona Upland Subdivision of the Sonoran Desertscrub, 6 

Chihuhuan Desertscrub, Semidesert Grassland, Interior Chaparral, and Madrean Evergreen 7 

Woodland (Brown 1994).  Flora and fauna surrounding the various HLZ/DZs is highly variable 8 

based on geographic location and elevation. 9 

 10 

A biological resources survey was conducted at each of the proposed HLZ/DZ sites.  Refer to 11 

Appendix B for project area aerial maps that show the survey boundaries for each of the 12 

proposed HLZ/DZ sites.  Pedestrian surveys consisted of a series of parallel transects that 13 

provided 100 percent visual coverage at each location.  The biologists searched for listed and 14 

sensitive species, signs of their presence, and unique biological features (e.g., rocky outcrops, 15 

burrows, rock shelters, bird nests) at and within the vicinity of each of the proposed HLZ/DZ 16 

sites.  Observations of vegetative habitat and floral communities were recorded, along with 17 

species diversity and any wildlife species or signs of wildlife observed.  Frequent pauses were 18 

made during the survey to watch and listen for wildlife.  Locations of sensitive natural resources 19 

were recorded using a Trimble Geo XT Global Positioning System unit with sub-meter accuracy.   20 

 21 

3.6.1 Vegetation 22 

Perennial vegetation common to the low-lying regions includes creosotebush (Larrea tridentata), 23 

bursage (Ambrosia spp.), burroweed (Isocoma tenuisceta), catclaw acacia (Acacia greggii), 24 

desert broom (Baccharis sarothroides), whitethorn acacia (Acacia constricta), white brittlebush 25 

(Encelia farinosa), fourwing saltbush (Atriplex canescens), and ocotillo (Fouquieria splendens).  26 

Paloverde (Cercidium microphyllum), elephant tree (Bursera microphylla), and ironwood 27 

(Parkinsonia microphylla) are the most common tree species.  Some examples of common cacti 28 

include several varieties of cholla (Cylindropuntia spp.) and prickly pear (Opuntia spp.).  29 

Additional cactus varieties include saguaro (Carnegiea gigantea), barrel (Ferocactus wislizeni), 30 

and hedgehog (Echinocereus sp.).  An example of a typical annual is tansy mustard 31 

(Descurainia pinnata). 32 

33 
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Vegetation within the middle and upper elevations are dominated by common woody-perennial 1 

vegetation, such as Emory oak (Quercus emoryi), grey oak (Q. grisea), Mexican blue oak (Q. 2 

oblongifolia), alligator juniper (Juniperus deppeana), one-seed juniper (J. monosperma), velvet 3 

mesquite (Prosopis velutina), point-leaf manzanita (Arctostaphylos pungens), wait-a-minute 4 

bush (Mimosa aculeatacarpa), and sotol (Dasylirion wheeleri).  Other types of vegetation 5 

include shindagger agave (Agave schottii), Palmer’s agave (Agave palmeri), Parry’s agave 6 

(Agave parryi), desert spoon (Daslyirion wheeleri), and beargrass (Nolina microcarpa).  7 

Numerous annual and perennial grasses are also abundant. 8 

 9 

3.6.2 Wildlife 10 

A variety of fauna may be expected at the proposed HLZ/DZ locations due to varying 11 

environments and elevations.  Desert tortoises (Gopherus agassizii) are known to inhabit lower 12 

elevations, as are various common lizard species, such as chuckwalla (Sauromalus obesus).  13 

Common mammals native to the area include several varieties of bats, squirrels, mice, and rats.  14 

Black-tailed jackrabbit (Lepus californicus), desert cottontail (Sylvilagus audubonii), and coyote 15 

(Canis latrans) are frequently observed.  Mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus crooki), white-tailed 16 

deer (Odocoileus virginianus), bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis mexicana), and javelina 17 

(Dicotyles tajacu) are known inhabitants of the general region as well. 18 

 19 

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918 (16 U.S.C. 703-712) prohibits at any time, or in any 20 

manner, the pursuit, hunt, take, kill, possession, sale, purchase, delivery for shipment, or export 21 

of, as well as attempt to take, capture, or kill, and offer for sale or purchase, any migratory bird, 22 

bird part, nest or egg, unless permitted by USFWS or other regulations.  Over 1,000 species of 23 

bird are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act in the U.S., Canada, Mexico, Japan, United 24 

Kingdom, and Russia.  For this project, many of the common bird species, both resident and 25 

migratory, within the project areas are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act and must be 26 

protected.  Some of the more common bird species present at the HLZ/DZ locations include 27 

black vulture (Coragyps atratus), turkey vulture (Cathartes aura), Cooper’s hawk (Accipiter 28 

cooperii), red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis), Gambel’s quail (Lophortyx gambeli), mourning 29 

dove (Zenaida macroura), raven (Corvus spp.), and greater roadrunner (Geococcyx 30 

californianus).  31 

32 
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3.6.3 Species of Special Concern 1 

The USFWS is the Federal agency responsible for implementing the ESA for terrestrial and 2 

aquatic species.  The responsibilities of the USFWS under the ESA include: 1) identification of 3 

threatened and endangered species; 2) identification of designated Critical Habitats for listed 4 

species; 3) implementation of research on, and recovery efforts for, these species; and 4) 5 

consultation with other Federal agencies concerning measures to avoid harm to listed species.   6 

 7 

There are 37 threatened and endangered species, one proposed endangered species, 11 8 

candidate species, conservation agreements established for four species, and one species that 9 

was delisted but is currently being petitioned for relisting that are known to occur within the six 10 

counties (Pinal, Pima, Santa Cruz, Gila, Graham, and Cochise) where the proposed HLZ/DZs 11 

are located.  A complete list of all Federal threatened and endangered species by county and all 12 

state-listed species by county can be found in Appendix D. 13 

 14 

Species occurring or with the potential to occur at the proposed HLZ/DZs are presented in Table 15 

3-13.  This list includes those species observed during surveys of the HLZ/DZs as well as those 16 

with potentially suitable habitat in the area of the proposed HLZ/DZs.   17 

 18 

Table 3-13.  Federal and State-Listed Threatened and Endangered Species 19 
Potentially Occurring within the Proposed HLZ/DZ Project Sites 20 

Scientific Name Common Name Federal Status State Status 
Observed 

During 
Surveys? 

Coryphantha scheeri var. 
robustispina 

Pima Pineapple Cactus Endangered Highly Safeguarded Yes 

Leptonycteris curasoae 
yerbabuenae 

Lesser Long-nosed Bat Endangered 
Wildlife of Special 

Concern 
No 

Panthera onca Jaguar Endangered 
Wildlife of Special 

Concern 
No 

Leopardus pardalis Ocelot Endangered 
Wildlife of Special 

Concern 
No 

Gopherus morafkai Sonoran Desert Tortoise Candidate 
Wildlife of Special 

Concern 
No 

Strix occidentalis lucida Mexican Spotted Owl Threatened 
Wildlife of Special 

Concern 
No 

Empidonax traillii extimus 
Southwestern Willow 

Flycatcher 
Threatened 

Wildlife of Special 
Concern 

No 

USFWS 2013, Arizona Game and Fish Department 2013 21 

 22 

Designated Critical Habitat is described as a specific geographic area essential for the 23 

conservation of a threatened and endangered species and may require special management 24 
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and protection.  Table 3-14 lists those species whose designated Critical Habitats exists within 5 1 

miles of the proposed HLZ/DZ location.  It should be noted, however, that none of the proposed 2 

HLZ/DZ locations were identified as occurring within any species’ designated Critical Habitat. 3 

   4 

Table 3-14.  Species with designated Critical Habitat 5 
within 5 Miles of Proposed HLZ/DZ Locations  6 

Scientific Name Common Name 
Proposed 
HLZ/DZ 

Distance and Direction of 
Critical Habitat from 

HLZ/DZ 

Strix occidentalis lucida Mexican Spotted Owl 

Caliente 3.7 miles east 

Jenna 4.0 miles north 

Froelich 2.1 miles south 

Jeep 3.0 miles north 

Paige 4.2 miles west 

Empidonax traillii extimus 
Southwestern Willow 

Flycatcher 

Grapevine 3.3 miles east 

Pedro 0.4 mile east 

Pinnacle 1.1 miles east 

Paige 3.4 miles west 

Gila intermedia Gila Chub Jeep 2.3 miles south 

Meda fulgida Spikedace Jeep 2.3 miles south 

Tiaroga cobitis Loach Minnow Jeep 2.3 miles south 

USFWS 2013 7 

 8 

Wildlife of Special Concern in Arizona are described as those species whose occurrence in 9 

Arizona is or may be in jeopardy, or with known or perceived threats or population declines, as 10 

described by the Arizona Game and Fish Department's listing of Wildlife of Special Concern in 11 

Arizona.  The highly safeguarded status means that no collection of species is allowed.  The 12 

salvage restricted status means that collection is only allowed with a permit.   13 

 14 

3.7 Water Resources 15 

This section describes surface and groundwater resources, floodplains, wetlands and Waters of 16 

the U.S. within the ROI.  17 

 18 

3.7.1 Surface Water  19 

Water resources include both surface and subsurface water.  Surface water includes all lakes, 20 

ponds, rivers, streams, impoundments, and wetlands within a defined area or watershed.  A 21 

watershed is the area or region drained by a river, rivers system, or body of water.  Surface 22 

water functions as an ecological resource that provides habitat and transportation.  The 23 

proposed HLZ/DZ sites lie within several different watershed basins.  Table 3-15 describes the 24 
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watershed basin in which each of the proposed HLZ/DZ is located and any major rivers or 1 

tributaries and surface water located near the proposed HLZ/DZ sites. 2 

 3 

Table 3-15.  Watershed Basins and Surface Water near Proposed HLZ/DZ Locations 4 

Proposed HLZ/DZ Watershed Basin  Distance to Nearest Surface Water 

Prieto  Upper Santa Cruz 
Within 0.5 mile of Cerro Prieto Wash; within 100 feet 

of small intermittent stream; few small washes 
located within the HLZ/DZ 

Blackhills Upper Santa Cruz 
Within 0.5 mile of Cerro Prieto Wash; several small 
intermittent streams nearby but not within HLZ/DZ 

Pond Upper Santa Cruz 
Within a freshwater pond (livestock tank); adjacent 

to Cerro Prieto Wash  

Sierrita Upper Santa Cruz Within 0.10 mile of San Juan Wash 

Brooke San Pedro Within 1 mile of North Fork Clark Wash 

Caliente Upper Santa Cruz 

Within 3 miles of Santa Cruz River; within 0.10 mile 
of Agua Caliente Canyon intermittent stream and 
another unnamed intermittent stream; adjacent to 

abandoned, naturalized livestock tank 

Froelich Willcox Playa Within 1 mile of Reiley Creek 

Grapevine Upper Salt 
Within 0.5 mile of Roosevelt Lake; within 0.5 mile of 

Schoolhouse Wash and Salt River 

Jeep San Pedro 
Within 0.5 mile of wash within Redus Canyon; within 

1,500 feet of small freshwater pond 

Pipeline San Pedro 
Within 0.10 mile of small, unnamed wash; within 0.5 

mile of wash within Poor Corral Canyon   

Jenna Willcox Playa Within 1 mile of wash within Ash Creek Canyon 

Paige San Pedro 
Within 250 feet of Paige Creek (major tributary to 

San Pedro River); within 500 feet of small, 
intermittent stream 

Pinnacle San Pedro 
Within 1 mile of San Pedro River; within 0.5  mile of 

several intermittent streams 

Pedro San Pedro 
Within 0.75 mile of San Pedro River; within 0.10 mile 

of several intermittent streams 

Rancho Seco Upper Santa Cruz 
Located within flat, alluvial bajada; within 0.10 mile 

of several unnamed washes; within 250 feet of 
freshwater pond (Rancho Seco Tank) 

Penitas Upper Santa Cruz Within 0.5 mile of Penitas Wash 

Silvermine Upper Santa Cruz Within 0.5 mile of unnamed intermittent stream 

Waterman Upper Santa Cruz 
Within 200 feet of intermittent stream; adjacent to 

freshwater pond (livestock tank) 

Lost Acre Upper Santa Cruz Within 0.10 mile of unnamed wash 

Stronghold Willcox Playa 
Within 0.10 mile of Stronghold Canyon East 

intermittent stream and Carlink Canyon intermittent 
stream. 

 5 

Most of the rivers, streams, and washes in the ROI are ephemeral and only flow in response to 6 

local rainfall.   7 
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3.7.2 Groundwater 1 

Subsurface water, commonly referred to as groundwater, is typically found in certain areas 2 

known as aquifers.  A groundwater basin is an underground reserve of water which may take 3 

the form of a single aquifer or a group of linked aquifers.  Groundwater is an essential resource 4 

used for drinking, irrigation, and industrial purposes.  There are several groundwater basins 5 

located within Arizona and the ROI area.  Table 3-16 describes which groundwater basin each 6 

of the proposed HLZ/DZ sites fall within.   7 

 8 

Table 3-16.  Groundwater Basins within 9 
Proposed HLZ/DZ Locations  10 

Proposed HLZ/DZ Groundwater Basin  

Prieto  Tucson AMA 

Blackhills Tucson AMA 

Pond Tucson AMA 

Sierrita Tucson AMA 

Brooke Lower San Pedro 

Caliente Santa Cruz AMA 

Froelich Willcox 

Grapevine Salt River 

Jeep Upper San Pedro 

Pipeline Lower San Pedro 

Jenna Lower San Pedro 

Paige Lower San Pedro 

Pinnacle Lower San Pedro 

Pedro Lower San Pedro 

Rancho Seco Tucson AMA 

Penitas Tucson AMA 

Silvermine Tucson AMA 

Waterman Tucson AMA 

Lost Acre Tucson AMA 

Stronghold Willcox 

Source: Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR) 2010  11 
AMA = Active Management Area 12 

    13 

Groundwater enters the Tucson AMA from north from the Santa Cruz AMA and from bordering 14 

mountains and then flows to the north-northwest.  Natural recharge also occurs along stream 15 

channels (primarily the Santa Cruz River).  About 84 percent of the total net natural recharge in 16 

the basin is estimated to occur within the Upper Santa Cruz Valley Sub-basin.  Groundwater 17 
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storage in the AMA during predevelopment times is estimated to have ranged from 68 million 1 

acre-feet to 76 million acre-feet to a depth of 1,000 feet (ADWR 2013a).  2 

 3 

For the Upper and Lower San Pedro Basins, the San Pedro River is the major surface-water 4 

drainage.  Groundwater movement in the basins is from the higher elevations in the mountains 5 

toward the valley and then northwest along the riverbed.  The total amount of groundwater in 6 

storage in the Upper San Pedro basin is estimated to be 59 million acre-feet (ADWR 2013b).  7 

The total amount of groundwater in storage in the Lower San Pedro basin is estimated to be 8 

25.6 million acre-feet (ADWR 2013c). 9 

 10 

The Santa Cruz AMA covers 716 square miles in the Upper Santa Cruz Valley River Basin and 11 

is principally concentrated around a 45-mile reach of the Santa Cruz River.  Groundwater flow is 12 

to the north, toward and along the Santa Cruz River drainage and is stored in smaller, fault 13 

delimited micro-basins.  Natural recharge in the Santa Cruz AMA is estimated at 61,050 acre-14 

feet per year.  Sources of natural recharge include infiltration from the Santa Cruz River, 15 

mountainfront recharge, and groundwater inflow from the south (ADWR 2013d and 2013e). 16 

 17 

The Willcox groundwater basin is a closed basin and covers approximately 1,911 square miles 18 

in the northern part of Sulphur Springs Valley.  Perennial flow occurs in upper Grant Creek and 19 

in other small streams in the Pinaleno Mountains.  Remaining streams in the basin are 20 

ephemeral and only flow in response to precipitation.  All drainage flows to the Willcox Playa in 21 

the south-central part of the basin.  In 1989, an estimated 45.3 million acre-feet of groundwater 22 

were in storage to a depth of 1,200 feet.  Natural recharge in the Willcox basin has been 23 

estimated to be approximately 15,000 acre-feet per year (ADWR 2013f). 24 

 25 

The Salt River Basin is bounded on the west and southwest by the Sierra Ancha and 26 

Superstition Mountains, on the south by the Natanes Plateau, and on the east by the White 27 

Mountains.  Groundwater recharge is estimated at 178,000 acre-feet per year.  In the northern 28 

part of the basin, groundwater flow is from north to south.  Groundwater flow has not been 29 

characterized in the rest of the basin.  The only estimate of groundwater in storage is 8.7 million 30 

acre-feet or more to a depth of 1,200 feet (ADWR 2013g). 31 

32 
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3.7.3 Floodplains 1 

Flood hazards are associated with the 100-year floodplain, which is defined as the lowland and 2 

relatively flat areas adjoining inland and coastal waters, including flood-prone areas of offshore 3 

islands as well as, at a minimum, that area subject to a 1 percent or greater chance of flooding 4 

in any given year (USEPA 2003).  EO 11988, Floodplains Management, requires Federal 5 

agencies to avoid direct or indirect support of development within the 100-year floodplain 6 

wherever there is a practicable alternative.  If construction is unavoidable, then the agencies 7 

must ensure the action conforms to applicable floodplain protection standards, and that 8 

accepted flood-proofing and other flood protection measures are applied to the construction.  9 

None of the proposed HLZ/DZ sites are within a known 100-year floodplain.  10 

 11 

3.7.4 Wetlands or Waters of the U.S. 12 

The Clean Water Act (CWA) and the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) are the primary Federal 13 

laws that protect the nation’s waters, including lakes, rivers, aquifers, and coastal areas.  The 14 

primary objective of the CWA is to restore and maintain the integrity of the nation’s navigable 15 

waters.  The CWA also sets the basic structure for regulating discharges of pollutants to U.S. 16 

waters.  The SDWA is focused on the quality and safety of public water systems from both 17 

surface and groundwater supplies.  Wetlands are considered sensitive habitats and are subject 18 

to Federal regulatory authority under Section 404 of the CWA and EO 11990, Protection of 19 

Wetlands.  Jurisdictional wetlands are defined by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) 20 

as those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater at a frequency and 21 

duration sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of 22 

vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions (Environmental Laboratory 23 

1987).  Waters of the U.S. are those waters used in interstate or foreign commerce, subject to 24 

ebb and flow of tide, and all interstate waters including interstate wetlands.  Waters of the U.S. 25 

are further defined and may include all other waters such as intrastate lakes, rivers, streams, 26 

mudflats, sandflats, wetlands, sloughs, prairie potholes, wet meadows, playa lakes, natural 27 

ponds, or impoundments of waters, tributaries of waters, and territorial seas.  There were no 28 

wetlands found at any of the proposed HLZ/DZ sites.  The livestock tank within the Pond 29 

HLZ/DZ is not considered wetlands because it is ephemerally flooded and lacks hydric soils and 30 

hydrophytic vegetation.  However, the Pond HLZ/DZ could potentially be considered a waters of 31 

the U.S. because of its location adjacent to a wash.     32 
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3.8 Hazardous Materials and Waste  1 

A discussion of the hazardous materials and waste and the non-hazardous materials at each of 2 

the proposed area sites would normally include analysis of hazardous materials, hazardous 3 

wastes, any Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act 4 

(CERCLA) or Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) sites, asbestos-containing 5 

materials, lead-based paint, and solid waste and debris.  However, the Proposed Action 6 

presented in this SEA does not involve any construction or significant ground disturbance, and 7 

further, the sites are all located on offsite public lands; therefore, asbestos-containing materials, 8 

lead-based paint, and Environmental Restoration Program sites are not addressed in this 9 

document as these materials would not be affected by the Proposed Action.  Petroleum, oil, and 10 

lubricants (POL) and debris may potentially be issues at the 20 proposed sites and as such will 11 

be addressed in this section. 12 

 13 

To satisfy the requirements of applicable Federal and state regulations concerning hazardous 14 

materials and waste management, Davis-Monthan AFB has developed and implemented base 15 

wide Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure Plans (SPCCP), Pollution Prevention Plans, 16 

and Hazardous Waste Management Plans and as such these would be applicable at the 20 17 

Proposed Action sites (Davis-Monthan AFB 2002).  At Davis-Monthan AFB, all non-hazardous 18 

solid waste is collected on-base and transported by a licensed contractor to either the City of 19 

Tucson landfill or the Pima County landfill (Davis-Monthan AFB 2002).  20 

 21 

No Superfund or RCRA sites are within 5 miles of any of the 20 proposed sites (USEPA 2013c).  22 

The Pipeline site which is on BLM land is located over a subsurface El Paso Natural Gas 23 

(EPNG) high-pressure gas transmission line.  Releases of natural gas from gas transmission 24 

pipelines pose primarily an acute hazard.  Should an ignition source exist, a release or leak of 25 

natural gas could result in an immediate fire or explosion near the point of the release.  The 26 

hazard is reduced over a relatively short period after the release ends as the gas disperses 27 

(U.S. Department of Transportation 2010). 28 

 29 

All 20 currently HLZ/DZ sites were visually surveyed for evidence of soil staining, drums, or 30 

other material that might cause contamination issues.  No sites were noted to have any visible 31 

concerns except for the Pipeline site.  Should any future sites be proposed, each site will have a 32 

preliminary site reconnaissance to ascertain if there are any visible hazardous and non-33 

hazardous wastes and materials issues.    34 
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3.9 Cultural Resources 1 

3.9.1 Cultural Background 2 

Cultural resources are regulated per the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966, the 3 

Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) of 1990, the Archaeological 4 

Resources Protection Act (ARPA) of 1979, and other statutes.  Cultural resources are important 5 

because of their association or linkage to past events, historically important persons, design and 6 

construction values, and for their ability to yield important information about history.  The term 7 

'cultural resource' refers to any prehistoric or historic resource such as prehistoric settlement 8 

sites, historic archaeological sites, and other evidence of our cultural heritage.  The term 9 

'historic property' refers specifically to a cultural resource eligible for inclusion in the National 10 

Register of Historic Places (NRHP).  Five classes of historic properties are defined that are 11 

eligible for listing in the NRHP: buildings, sites, districts, structures, or objects (36 CFR 60.3).  12 

Under Section 106 of the NHPA of 1966, as amended, the Federal agency (Air Force) is 13 

required to assess the effects of undertakings prior to their initiation to ensure that there will be 14 

no adverse effects on historic properties (36 CFR 800).  Only significant cultural resources, 15 

known or unknown, warrant consideration with regard to potentially adverse impacts resulting 16 

from a proposed action.  The NHPA establishes the NRHP, and Title 36 CFR Section 60.4 17 

defines the criteria used to establish significance and eligibility to the NRHP.  To be considered 18 

significant, archaeological or architectural resources must meet one or more criteria, as defined 19 

in 36 CFR 60.4, for inclusion in the NRHP. 20 

 21 

The Final Cultural Resources Survey in Support of Personnel Recovery Activities, 563rd 22 

Rescue Group, Davis-Monthan Air Force Base, Tucson, Arizona (Davis-Monthan AFB 2013a) 23 

describes in detail the cultural history and setting of the area.  The report was submitted to the 24 

Arizona State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) and is summarized in the following sections.  25 

Resources addressed at each of the HLZ/DZ locations include archaeological, architectural, and 26 

traditional cultural resources.  This SEA examines those resources potentially subject to ground-27 

disturbing activities at each of the proposed HLZ/DZ locations, including NRHP listed or eligible 28 

archaeological and architectural resources (e.g., historic structures).  The ROI for cultural 29 

resources includes the HLZ/DZ locations and immediate areas.  Cultural resources at the 30 

affected ranges and beneath affected airspace were analyzed in the 2002 CSAR EA (Davis-31 

Monthan AFB 2002).   32 
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3.9.2 Previous Investigations and Cultural Resource Surveys 1 

A Class III cultural resources survey of the 20 HLZ/DZs across southern Arizona was conducted 2 

in compliance with Section 106 of the NHPA (Davis-Monthan AFB 2013a).  The archaeological 3 

investigations were conducted under Arizona Antiquities Act Blanket Permit No. 2012-053bl and 4 

2013-10bl; Arizona State Museum (ASM) Accession Number 2012-0654; and BLM Safford Field 5 

Office (BLM Permit Number AZ-000524, Fieldwork Authorization AZ-040-13-04).  Each of the 6 

HLZ/DZs were surveyed by an archaeologist, except for the two locations (Grapevine and 7 

Stronghold), which are located on USFS land and were surveyed previously.  The HLZ/DZ sites 8 

ranged in size from 0.3 to 2.7 acres.  The size and shape of each of the HLZ/DZs is largely 9 

contingent upon the landform and surrounding vegetation.  Approximately 23.5 acres were 10 

inspected for cultural materials.  Refer to Appendix B for project area aerial maps that show the 11 

survey boundaries for each of the proposed HLZ/DZ sites.   12 

 13 

As part of the investigation, a records search and literature review was conducted for each 14 

proposed HLZ/DZ location, including a 1-mile radius around each location.  General Land Office 15 

(GLO) plat maps and land patents, existing records from AZSITE, the BLM Safford Field Office, 16 

Tonto National Forest, and Coronado National Forest were consulted.  The review of GLO 17 

records revealed that no significant historic properties were located within any of the HLZ/DZs 18 

or within the viewshed of the HLZ/DZs, nor were significant persons associated with the 19 

locations of the HLZ/DZs.  The review of existing records from AZSITE, the BLM Safford Field 20 

Office, Tonto National Forest, and Coronado National Forest resulted in the identification of 66 21 

previous investigations within a 1-mile radius of the HLZ/DZs.  Several of the HLZ/DZ locations 22 

were previously surveyed, including Grapevine (Hutira 1990), Stronghold (Makansi 2009), and 23 

Pipeline (Batcho 1985).  The previous investigations resulted in the identification of 52 recorded 24 

archaeological sites, though only a small number of sites are located near the actual HLZ/DZ 25 

and none are within several hundred yards.   26 

   27 

3.10 Earth Resources 28 

Earth resources are generally defined as the geology, topography, and soils of a given area.  29 

The project area for the Proposed Action consists of public lands in Santa Cruz, Pima, Pinal, 30 

Gila, Graham, and Cochise counties where HLZ/DZs would be located.   31 

32 
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3.10.1 Geology and Topography 1 

The proposed HLZ/DZs are located in the Basin and Range Physiographic Province of southern 2 

Arizona (Hendricks 1985), which is characterized by northwest to southeast trending fault block 3 

mountain ranges punctuated by broad flat alluvial valleys.  The proposed locations are located 4 

in a variety of environments and range from the Altar Valley, Avra Valley, the Waterman 5 

Mountains, the Santa Cruz and San Pedro river valleys, the Dragoon Mountains, the Galiuro 6 

Mountains, the Winchester Mountains, and the Tonto Basin.  The project area maps can be 7 

found in Appendix B.  The elevations of the proposed HLZ/DZs range from 2,240 feet at the 8 

lowest to 6,230 feet at the highest.   9 

 10 

The varied geographical and topographical setting of the 20 HLZ/DZs has resulted in varied 11 

geological settings as well.  HLZ/DZs northwest of Tucson are primarily within igneous and 12 

metamorphic settings, which include Quaternary basalt, Quaternary and Tertiary volcanic rocks, 13 

and Precambrian and Tertiary Granite (Chronic 1983).  HLZ/DZs south and southwest of 14 

Tucson are a mix of Tertiary granite, Paleozoic and Mesozoic sedimentary formations, and 15 

intrusive volcanic rocks, as well as Mesozoic volcanic and sedimentary rocks (Chronic 1983).  16 

The area surrounding Lake Roosevelt consists of Tertiary sediments.  The remaining HLZ/DZs 17 

along the San Pedro River, Sulphur Springs Valley, and Galiuro Mountains consist of a mix of 18 

Quaternary and Tertiary sand and gravel, Paleozoic sedimentary rocks, and Precambrian 19 

Granite (Chronic 1983). 20 

 21 

3.10.2 Soils 22 

The soils at the proposed HLZ/DZ sites are generally considered to be desert topsoils 23 

characteristic of alluvial fan deposits.  In general, the topsoils are loamy soils that may be sandy 24 

and gravelly and are low in fertility and potentially erodible by wind and water forces.  Soils and 25 

select soil characteristics of each site are shown in Table 3-17.  Project sites Brooke, Froelich, 26 

Jeep, Jenna, Pinnacle, and Silvermine are hilly and mountainous with rocky outcrops.  Each of 27 

the 20 sites has a depth to water table of more than 80 inches.  Most of the sites have soils that 28 

are well drained except for three sites:  the Paige site is considered somewhat excessively well 29 

drained; the Pedro site is considered well drained to excessively drained; and the Pipeline site is 30 

considered well drained, and somewhat excessively drained for Tombstone soils (U.S. 31 

Department of Agriculture [USDA] Natural Resources Conservation Service [NRCS] 2013).  Soil 32 

data is not available for USFS sites.  None of the soils found at the proposed HLZ/DZ sites are 33 

classified as Prime Farmland or hydric soils. 34 
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Table 3-17.  Soil Characteristics of the Proposed HLZ/DZ Sites 1 

Name Soils 
Slopes 

(percent) 
Permeability 

Blackhills Sierrita 
Rancho Seco 

Nolam-Tombstone complex, slopes 8 to 30 moderate to high 

Brooke Collarbutton-Rock outcrop-Cherrycow complex 10 to 60 very low to low 

Caliente Hathaway soils 
1 to 40, 
eroded 

moderate to high 

Froelich Beaumain-Cherrycow-Rock outcrop complex 5 to 60 very low to low 

Jeep Kuykendall-Cherrycow-Rock outcrop complex 5 to 60 very low to low 

Jenna Magoffin-Budlamp-Rock outcrop complex 5 to 70 very low to low 

Lost Acre Sahuarita soils, mohave soils and urban land 1 to 5 moderate to high 

Paige Tombstone-Stronghold complex 5 to 30 high 

Pedro 
Calcigypsids-Contention-Redo complex, 
chihuahuan 

5 to 45 high 

Penitas White House-Caralampi complex 5 to 25 low to moderate 

Pinnacle Mabray-Rock outcrop complex 5 to 70 very low to moderately low 

Pond Keysto extremely gravelly fine sandy loam 2 to 8 moderately high to high 

Prieto Pinaleno-Stagecoach complex 5 to 16 moderately high to high 

Waterman Cave soils and urban land 0 to 8 very low 

Pipeline Pedregosa-Tombstone complex 5 to 45 
very low to moderately low 

(Pedregosa), high 
(Tombstone) 

Silvermine Saguaro-Rock outcrop complex 15 to 45 very low to low 

Source: USDA NRCS 2013 2 

 3 

3.11 Safety and Occupational Health 4 

The primary safety risks considered in this SEA are associated with military flight operations, 5 

including aircraft mishaps and bird/wildlife aircraft strike hazard (BASH) potential, materials 6 

used during the training exercises, and potential fuel spills resulting from in-flight refueling 7 

operations.  The ROI for safety includes the HLZ/DZ sites and the area defined by airfield 8 

approach and departure paths.  Safety topics include fire and crash response, flight risks 9 

associated with bird-aircraft strikes, and aircraft mishaps.   10 

 11 

Operational risk management is implemented and integrated into all Air Force operations and 12 

missions.  Rules, criteria, procedures, Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) 13 

standards, Air Force Occupational and Environmental Safety, Fire Protection, and Health 14 

(AFOSH) standards, explosive safety standards, or other safety standards are identified that 15 

help eliminate unsafe acts or conditions that could cause mishaps.  Detailed standard operating 16 

procedures (SOP) have been established to fulfill many health and safety requirements.  17 

Personnel involved with different test equipment are instructed on the use of the equipment and 18 

personal protective equipment (PPE).  In addition, daily operations and maintenance activities 19 
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are performed in accordance with applicable Air Force safety regulations, published Air Force 1 

Technical Orders, and standards prescribed by AFOSH requirements.   2 

 3 

Aircraft Mishaps 4 

The Air Force has identified categories of aircraft mishaps.  Class A mishaps are those that 5 

result in a human fatality or permanent total disability, the destruction of an aircraft, or a total 6 

cost in excess of $2 million for injury, occupational illness, or destruction of an aircraft.  Class B 7 

mishaps are those that result in a permanent partial disability, inpatient hospitalization of three 8 

or more personnel, or a total cost in excess of $50,000 but less than $2 million for injury, 9 

occupational illness, or property damage.  Class C mishaps are those that result in total damage 10 

in excess of $50,000 but less than $500,000; an injury resulting in a lost workday (i.e., duration 11 

of absence is at least 8 hours beyond the day or shift during which the mishap occurred); or 12 

occupational illness that causes loss of time from work at any time. High Accident Potential 13 

mishaps represent minor incidents not meeting any of the criteria for Classes A, B, or C; they 14 

involve minor damage, minor injuries, and little or no property or public interactions (DoDI 15 

2011b). AFI 91-202, U.S. Air Force Mishap Prevention Program, implements the Air Force 16 

Policy Directive 91-2, Safety Programs.  It also establishes mishap prevention program 17 

requirements, responsible organizations, and general information including the BASH program. 18 

 19 

Based on historical data of mishaps at all installations, and under all conditions of flight, the 20 

military services calculate a Class A mishap rate for each type of aircraft in the inventory.  The 21 

lifetime Class A mishap rates for the HH-60 and EC-130 aircraft are 2.85 and 0.73 mishaps per 22 

100,000 flying hours, respectively.  No Class A mishaps have occurred involving HH-60 23 

helicopters or HC-130 aircraft from Davis-Monthan AFB.  24 

 25 

BASH 26 

BASH constitutes another safety concern because of the potential for damage to aircraft or local 27 

populations if an aircraft crash should occur in a populated area.  Aircraft occasionally 28 

encounter birds at altitudes of 30,000 feet AGL or higher; however, most birds fly closer to the 29 

ground.  Over 97 percent of reported bird strikes occur between the ground to 4,000 feet AGL 30 

(Air Force Safety Center [AFSEC] 2013).  Approximately 30 percent of bird strikes happen in the 31 

airport environment, and almost 78 percent occur during climbing and low-altitude flight (AFSEC 32 

2013).  The potential for bird-aircraft strikes is greatest in bird migration corridors or where birds 33 

congregate for foraging or resting (e.g., open water bodies, rivers, and wetlands).  Davis-34 
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Monthan AFB and the HLZ/DZ sites lie under the extreme eastern edge of the Pacific Migratory 1 

Flyway, which contains large seasonal influxes of waterfowl.  Migratory waterfowl (e.g., ducks, 2 

geese, and swans) are the most hazardous birds to low-flying aircraft because of their size and 3 

their propensity for migrating in large flocks at a variety of elevations and times of day, although 4 

raptors and vultures and ravens also pose a strike hazard.  Mourning doves (Zenaida macroura) 5 

provide the largest threat to flight operation in the airfield area (Davis-Monthan AFB 2013b).   6 

 7 

Two systems currently being used for estimating wildlife strike hazard are the Air Forces’ Bird 8 

Avoidance Model (BAM), and the Avian Research Laboratory's Avian Hazard Advisory System 9 

(AHAS).  These systems are based on geographic information system (GIS) and remote 10 

sensing and provide information regarding bird strike risk to allow pilots to make informed 11 

decisions about their routes with regard to wildlife strike risk (AFSEC 2013).  Based on the 12 

BAM, three BASH levels have been identified:  low, moderate, and severe.  HH-60 and HC-130 13 

aircraft commonly train at lower altitudes, which make them more likely to experience bird-14 

aircraft strikes (AFSEC 2013).  For airspace used by Davis-Monthan AFB aircrews, the risk of 15 

bird-aircraft strikes varies throughout the year.  As a result, pilots and safety officers continually 16 

evaluate BASH potential (Davis-Monthan AFB 2002).   17 

 18 

In-Flight Refueling 19 

In-flight refueling is not considered to be a high-risk flying activity.  In-flight refueling activities 20 

and associated flight risks would primarily be associated with two or more aircraft flying in 21 

proximity to each other.  There are minimum separation requirements for flying under visual 22 

flight rules (VFR) in uncontrolled airspace.  Fuel spills can potentially occur during in-flight 23 

refueling.  Such an event could affect public safety if large enough amounts of fuel reached the 24 

ground.  The Air Force has conducted in-flight refueling of helicopters for many years, and no 25 

documented fuel spills have occurred.  Currently all HH-60 and HC-130 aircrews follow all 26 

established procedures for in-flight refueling operations, and separation is maintained between 27 

aircraft to minimize flight risks.  In addition, the number of HH-60 and HC-130 refueling 28 

operations is minimal, with associated low safety risks resulting from fuel spills (Davis-Monthan 29 

AFB 2002).   30 

 31 

Fire and Crash Safety 32 

Air Force standards specify fire and crash emergency service requirements for the amount and 33 

type of fire and crash equipment and for the number of personnel necessary to handle an 34 
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aircraft mishap.  These standards are based on the number and type of aircraft, type of flying 1 

missions, and size of the buildings at the installation.  Davis-Monthan AFB’s fire and crash 2 

emergency services meet current Air Force standards.  In addition, the base fire department has 3 

mutual support agreements with nearby communities in case an exceptionally severe aircraft 4 

mishap occurs. 5 

6 
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4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 1 

 2 

Impacts (consequence or effect) can be either beneficial or adverse, and can be either directly 3 

related to the action or indirectly caused by the action.  Direct impacts are those effects that are 4 

caused by the action and occur at the same time and place (40 CFR 1508.8[a]).  Indirect 5 

impacts are those effects that are caused by the action and are later in time or further removed 6 

in distance, but are still reasonably foreseeable (40 CFR 1508.8[b]).  As discussed in this 7 

section, the No Action and Proposed Action Alternatives may create temporary (lasting the 8 

duration of training events), short-term (up to 3 years), long-term (greater than 3 years), or 9 

permanent impacts or effects. 10 

 11 

Impacts on each resource can vary in degree or magnitude from a slightly noticeable change to 12 

a total change in the environment.  For the purpose of this analysis, the intensity of impacts will 13 

be classified as negligible, minor, moderate, or major.  The intensity thresholds are defined as 14 

follows: 15 

 16 

 Negligible: A resource would not be affected or the effects would be at or below 17 
the level of detection, and changes would not result in any measurable or 18 
perceptible consequences.  19 

 Minor or Minimal: Effects on a resource would be detectable, although the 20 
effects would be localized, small, and of little consequence to the sustainability of 21 
the resource.  Mitigation measures, if needed to offset adverse effects, would be 22 
simple and achievable.   23 

 Moderate: Effects on a resource would be readily detectable, long-term, 24 
localized, and measurable.  Mitigation measures, if needed to offset adverse 25 
effects, would be extensive and likely achievable.  26 

 Major: Effects on a resource would be obvious, long-term, and would have 27 
substantial consequences on a regional scale.  Extensive mitigation measures to 28 
offset the adverse effects would be required and success of the mitigation 29 
measures would not be guaranteed.   30 

 31 

In accordance with NEPA and the CEQ regulations implementing NEPA, the analysis of 32 

environmental conditions only addresses those areas and environmental resources with the 33 

potential to be affected by either of the alternatives, the No Action Alternative and Proposed 34 

Action Alternative.  More specifically, this SEA examines the potential for direct, indirect, 35 

adverse, or beneficial impacts.  This SEA also assesses whether such impacts are likely to be 36 

long-term, short-term, permanent, or cumulative.    37 
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4.1 Airspace 1 

Impacts would occur if implementation of the Proposed Action affects the movement of other air 2 

traffic in the area, ATC systems or facilities, or accident potential for mid-air collisions between 3 

military and non-participating civilian operations.  Potential impacts were assessed to determine 4 

if proposed changes in aircraft operations would impact existing relationships with Federal 5 

airways and airport-related air traffic operations. 6 

 7 

The ROI for the Proposed Action includes uncontrolled airspace, controlled airspace (Davis-8 

Monthan AFB), and special-use airspace (MOAs) proposed for use under the Proposed Action.  9 

For the purpose of this SEA, a detailed analysis of potential impacts of the proposed aircraft 10 

operations within LATN areas is not presented, since there is no proposed increase in annual 11 

sortie-operations, the large area that the LATNs encompass and the relative randomness of 12 

aircraft operations within this large airspace makes it difficult to determine impacts on specific 13 

resource areas, and all military aircraft operations would be similar to civilian and commercial 14 

aircraft operating within the LATN under VFR.   15 

 16 

4.1.1 No Action Alternative  17 

Under the No Action Alternative, the proposed additional HLZ/DZ training missions would not 18 

occur, and baseline conditions as described in the 2002 CSAR EA would remain unchanged.  19 

Implementation of the No Action Alternative would not change current training mission activities 20 

at Davis-Monthan AFB; therefore, there would be no additional impacts on airspace. 21 

 22 

4.1.2 Proposed Action  23 

Under the Proposed Action, no changes to the airspace structure associated with Davis-24 

Monthan AFB or to the ATC procedures for its management would occur.  Davis-Monthan AFB 25 

aircraft would continue to follow existing approach and departure routes and procedures, and 26 

would operate within the same airspace as they do under baseline conditions. 27 

 28 

With implementation of the Proposed Action, annual aircraft sorties and airfield operations at 29 

Davis-Monthan AFB would not increase.  Sortie routes from Davis-Monthan AFB to the new 30 

HLZ/DZs would differ slightly from those currently used, but no changes to ATC existing 31 

departure and approach procedures would occur.  There would be no significant impacts on 32 

ATC operations at Davis-Monthan AFB under the Proposed Action. 33 
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Under the Proposed Action, training operations by HH-60 aircraft would occur in uncontrolled 1 

and controlled airspace over lands owned by the State of Arizona and the Federal Government.  2 

Only three of the proposed HLZ/DZ sites are located within established MOAs (Penitas, Rancho 3 

Seco, and Brooke).  Under the Proposed Action, the use of the existing MOAs under the 4 

Proposed Action would not affect general aviation in the region.  There would be no need for 5 

new military special-use airspace.  Existing see-and-avoid procedures and avoidance measures 6 

for VFR civil aviation aircraft would remain unchanged.  The scheduling, coordination, 7 

processes, and procedures currently used to manage MOAs are well established and would 8 

need no modification to support implementation of the Proposed Action.  Nonparticipating 9 

instrument flight rules (IFR) military and civilian aircraft would continue to be directed above or 10 

around the MOA to avoid conflicts with the scheduled use of the MOAs.  None of the currently 11 

proposed HLZ/DZ sites are located within Class C or D airspace.  Therefore, no significant 12 

impacts on MOA airspace or civilian aviation would occur under the Proposed Action. 13 

 14 

4.2 Land Use Resources 15 

4.2.1 No Action Alternative 16 

Under the No Action Alternative, the use of the proposed additional HLZ/DZ training sites would 17 

not occur, and baseline conditions as described in the 2002 CSAR EA would remain 18 

unchanged.  Implementation of the No Action Alternative would not change current training 19 

mission activities at Davis-Monthan AFB; therefore, there would be no additional impacts on 20 

land resources or visual resources. 21 

 22 

4.2.2 Proposed Action 23 

4.2.2.1 Land Use 24 

This section focuses on the impacts of the Proposed Action on land ownership or land status, 25 

general land use patterns, and land management.  The primary effect of HH-60 and HC-130 26 

missions relative to land use is noise generated by aircraft overflights.  Discussions of noise 27 

characteristics and estimated noise levels are presented in Section 4.4.   28 

 29 
Under the Proposed Action, aircraft operations within the affected airspace of the 20 proposed 30 

HLZ/DZ sites would not adversely affect land use, with the exception of the Grapevine and 31 

Stronghold sites.  The use of the Grapevine and Stronghold sites would impact the land use of 32 

the surrounding area mainly due to noise impacts.  Due to these impacts, the Grapevine and 33 

Stronghold sites will be removed from the list of proposed HLZ/DZ sites and will not be used 34 
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during routine training events conducted by the 563 RQG.  Therefore, the land use impacts 1 

would be considered minor, and implementation of the Proposed Action would not have a 2 

significant impact. 3 

 4 

4.2.2.2 Visual Resources 5 

Impacts of aircraft drops and helicopter deployment on the visual environment of an area are 6 

difficult to quantify due to the inability to separate such impacts from the noise of the aircrafts.  7 

Generally, aircraft overflights are not noticed because of visual prompts, but instead are noticed 8 

after being heard.  The nature of the impact depends on the sensitivity of the resource affected, 9 

the distance from which it is viewed, and the length of time it is visible.  Additionally, aircraft 10 

altitude and visual screening relative to the viewer, such as mountains and hills, play an 11 

important role in determining impacts from aircraft overflights.   12 

 13 

Based upon projected noise levels (see Section 4.4, Noise), it would be unlikely that visitors to 14 

recreation areas near most of the 20 identified sites would be able to distinguish these changes 15 

in noise levels from the ambient noise environment.  Exceptions to this are the Stronghold and 16 

Grapevine sites.  The Stronghold site is approximately 200 feet from a Coronado National 17 

Forest recreational cabin rental and also located near other cabins, campgrounds, and 18 

residential homes.  The Grapevine site is near a campground and lake with recreational users 19 

and also near an airstrip that is used regularly for “fly-ins”.  The cabin renters and recreational 20 

users of these sites would have a much higher chance of being impacted by noise, which would 21 

have a greater impact on the underlying visual resources.  These recreational users would also 22 

be visually impacted by the training activities associated with the CSAR mission at the 23 

Stronghold and Grapevine HLZ/DZ sites.  The training activities would increase the impacts on 24 

the Grapevine Group Campground and recreational users in the area that are already occurring 25 

from the regular “fly-ins”.  Aircraft operating in existing airspace associated with the Proposed 26 

Action are required to follow restrictions specifically designed to minimize disturbance to 27 

recreation users.  Due to these impacts, the Grapevine and Stronghold sites will be removed 28 

from the list of proposed HLZ/DZ sites and will not be used during routine training events 29 

conducted by the 563 RQG.   30 

 31 

Debris would detract from the visual qualities of these public lands and would further degrade 32 

the natural quality of habitat in southern Arizona.  As a result of the training missions within the 33 

proposed HLZ/DZs, flares and light sticks would be generated as debris.  However, light sticks 34 
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would be retrieved as much as practicable and the use of these materials are infrequent and 1 

intermittent (Davis-Monthan AFB 2002).   2 

 3 

Potential visual impacts from HH-60 helicopters and HC-130 cargo aircraft and CSAR training 4 

activities would be considered minor and would not have a significant adverse effect on the 5 

character of the underlying visual resources.   6 

 7 

4.3 Air Quality  8 

4.3.1 No Action Alternative   9 

Under the No Action Alternative, the use of the proposed additional HLZ/DZ training sites would 10 

not occur, and baseline conditions as described in the 2002 CSAR EA would remain 11 

unchanged.  Implementation of the No Action Alternative would not change current training 12 

mission activities at Davis-Monthan AFB; therefore, there would be no additional impacts on air 13 

quality. 14 

 15 

4.3.2   Proposed Action 16 

Combustion air emissions from the HC-130 aircraft and HH-60 helicopter HLZ/DZ training were 17 

calculated using the FAA Emission and Dispersion Modeling System (EDMS) 5.1 air quality 18 

model (FAA 2008).  The aircraft combustion emissions that occur during takeoff and landing at 19 

the airport are not included in the calculations because these emissions have already been 20 

described in the 2002 CSAR EA (Davis-Monthan AFB 2002).  The combustion and fugitive dust 21 

emissions that occur remotely during the training missions after the HH-60 helicopters and HC-22 

130 aircraft have left the region of the base airport were calculated. 23 

 24 

Increases in fugitive dust (PM-10 and PM-2.5) air pollution would occur from the rotor wash of 25 

HH-60 helicopters during landing training maneuvers.  Fugitive dust emissions for desert 26 

environments were calculated using emission factors developed for DoD by Gillies et al. (2007) 27 

who estimated that 1.1 pounds of PM-10 and PM-2.5 were produced during takeoff and 2.25 28 

pounds of PM-10 and PM-2.5 were produced during landing. 29 

 30 

The EDMS 5.1 model was used to estimate the total annual combustion emissions associated 31 

with training activities at each site.  Each site can be expected to be used for an average of 150 32 

times annually for HH-60 training missions and 48 times annually for C-130 aircraft training 33 

missions.  A HH-60 training mission includes two helicopters performing takeoff and landing 34 
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maneuvers.  Each helicopter may perform an average of 5 takeoff and landing maneuvers 1 

during each mission.  An HC-130 aircraft training mission involves one aircraft performing up to 2 

5 dropdown maneuvers (below 3,000 feet AGL) per mission.  The assumptions for each training 3 

activities at each HLZ/DZ are presented below: 4 

 5 

 Each HLZ/DZ site would be used for an average of 150 HH-60 helicopter training 6 
missions annually. 7 

 Two HH-60 helicopters would visit the HLZ/DZ site during each training mission (2 x 150 8 
= 300 helicopter visits per site annually) 9 

 Each helicopter performs up to 5 takeoff and landings during each HH-60 helicopter 10 
mission visit (300 x 5 = 1,500 takeoff and landings at each site annually) 11 

 Each HLZ/DZ site would be used for an average of 48 HC-130 aircraft training missions 12 
with up to 5 dropdowns during each training mission visit (48 x 5 = 240 dropdowns at 13 
each site annually) 14 

 15 

The USEPA and ADEQ assess air quality impacts by county.  The following air emission 16 

calculations estimates air quality impacts from use of the proposed HLZ/DZ sites by HH-60 17 

helicopter training missions and HC-130 aircraft training missions for each county.  The 18 

estimates include combustion emissions and fugitive dust (rotor wash) emissions.  The 19 

compiled results for each county are summarized in Table 4-1 through 4-3 and presented in 20 

detail in Appendix E.   21 

 22 

Table 4-1.  Annual Air Emissions (tons/year) Produced by the 23 
Use of Nine Proposed HLZ/DZ Training Sites in Pima County 24 

Pollutant Total De minimis Thresholds  

CO 47.91 100 
VOCs  3.98 100 
NOx 27.51 100 
PM-10 22.61 100 
PM-2.5 2.26 100 
SO2 6.25 100 
CO2 and CO2 equivalents 15,271.42 27,557 

Source: 40 CFR 51.853 and EDMS 5.1 model projections. 25 
Pima County is in moderate non-attainment for PM-10 (USEPA 2013b). 26 

27 
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Table 4-2.  Annual Air Emissions (tons/year) Produced by the 1 
Use of Seven Proposed HLZ/DZ Training Sites in Cochise County 2 

Pollutant Total De minimis Thresholds  

CO 15.24 100 

VOCs  1.65 100 
NOx 11.761 100 
PM-10 17.59 100 
PM-2.5 1.76 100 
SO2 2.46 100 
CO2 and CO2 equivalents 6,003.21 27,557 

Source: 40 CFR 51.853 and EDMS 5.1 model projections. 3 
Cochise County is in moderate non-attainment for PM-10 (USEPA 2013b). 4 

 5 

Table 4-3.  Annual Air Emissions (tons/year) Produced by the Use of One Proposed 6 
HLZ/DZ Training Site in Each of Gila, Pinal, Santa Cruz, and Graham Counties 7 

Pollutant Total De minimis Thresholds  

CO 6.79 100 

VOCs  1.82 100 
NOx 7.82 100 
PM-10 2.51 100 
PM-2.5 0.25 100 
SO2 1.09 100 
CO2 and CO2 equivalents 2,652.32 27,557 

Source: 40 CFR 51.853 and EDMS 5.1 model projections. 8 
Pinal County is in moderate non-attainment for 8-hour O3, SO2, PM-2.5, and PM-10; Santa Cruz County is in moderate 9 
non-attainment for PM-10 and PM-2.5; Gila County is in moderate non-attainment for PM-10; and Graham County is in 10 
attainment for all NAAQS (USEPA 2013b). 11 

 12 

Please note that the total combustion air emissions were compiled by county for all the HLZ/DZ 13 

remote training operations considered in this EA.  The total combustion and fugitive dust 14 

emissions do not exceed the de minimis thresholds in any of the Cochise, Gila, Graham, Pima, 15 

Pinal, and Santa Cruz counties where training missions occur.  Overall, the maximum net 16 

increases in 8-hour O3, SO2, PM-2.5, and PM-10 air emissions would be minor and well below 17 

the de minimis thresholds; therefore, the direct and indirect impacts on air quality would not be 18 

significant.19 

 20 

21 
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4.4 Noise 1 

4.4.1 No Action Alternative  2 

Under the No Action Alternative, the use of the proposed additional HLZ/DZ training sites would 3 

not occur, and baseline conditions as described in the 2002 CSAR EA would remain 4 

unchanged.  Implementation of the No Action Alternative would not change current training 5 

mission activities at Davis-Monthan AFB; therefore, there would be no additional impacts on the 6 

noise environment. 7 

 8 

4.4.2 Proposed Action 9 

There would be no change in the number of flights or a change in flight patterns near airports, 10 

and there would be no change to the noise environment near airports or in the City of Tucson.  11 

The Air Force Noise Model SELCalc2 and satellite imagery were used to assess the noise 12 

exposure SELs and DNLs associated with the HLZ/DZs.  Satellite imagery was used to locate 13 

the distance to the sensitive noise receptors adjacent to the HLZ/DZs (1-mile perimeter).  No 14 

sensitive noise receptors were found at any of the proposed HLZ/DZ sites except for Jenna, 15 

Grapevine, and Stronghold, which are described below.  SELs and DNLs were calculated for 16 

HH-60s for the following four scenarios at the Jenna, Grapevine, and Stronghold HLZ/DZ sites: 17 

 18 

1. A fully loaded landing at the HLZ/DZ site. 19 

2. A fully loaded takeoff at the HLZ/DZ site.  20 

3. A flyover of the USFS lands at 500 feet AGL. 21 

4. A single-event flyover of USFS lands at 3,500 feet AGL. 22 

 23 

4.4.2.1 Noise Exposure at the Jenna, Grapevine, and Stronghold HLZ/DZs 24 

The SELCalc2 model was used to estimate the noise impact (SELs and DNLs) during landing, 25 

takeoff, and flyover and a cumulative (DNL) exposure produced by HH-60 helicopters, fully 26 

loaded with cargo, on the sensitive noise receptors near the Jenna, Grapevine, and Stronghold 27 

HLZ/DZ sites.  The SELs and DNLs were modeled at a point located near the southern border 28 

of the Coronado National Forest (2,400 feet south of the park) which is the closest point to 29 

Jenna HLZ/DZ; at the Grapevine Group Campground located 3,000 feet east of the Grapevine 30 

HLZ/DZ; and at the Half Moon Ranch cabin located 200 feet from the Stronghold HLZ/DZ, 31 

Cochise Stronghold campsite located approximately 2,000 feet away, Coronado National 32 

Forest, and the closest residential home located 2,300 feet from the Stronghold HLZ/DZ site.  A 33 

summary of modeled results is presented in Table 4-4. 34 

35 
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Table 4-4.  Summary of SEL and DNL Noise Exposure from HH-60 on 1 
Sensitive Noise Receptors near Jenna, Grapevine, and Stronghold HLZ/DZ Sites 2 

Sensitive Noise Receptors 

Operation 

Takeoff Landing 
Flyover  
500 feet 

Flyover  
3,500 feet 

SEL 
(dBA)

DNL 
(dBA)

SEL 
(dBA) 

DNL 
(dBA) 

SEL 
(dBA)

DNL 
(dBA) 

SEL 
(dBA)

DNL 
(dBA)

Jenna HLZ/DZ:         

̶ Coronado National Forest 66 28 69 31 90 52 75 36 

Grapevine HLZ/DZ:         

̶ Grapevine Group 
Campground 

62 24 65 27 90 52 75 36 

Stronghold HLZ/DZ:         

̶ Half Moon Ranch Cabin 92 54 95 57 90 52 75 36 

̶ Coronado              
̶ National Forest 

89 51 93 55 90 52 75 36 

̶ Campsite  70 32 73 35 90 52 75 36 

̶ Residence 67 29 70 32 90 52 75 36 

Source: SELCalc model estimates.  3 
*Includes three daytime and one night takeoff and landing in 24-hour period.   4 

 5 

Although the DNL noise impacts presented above are below the land use compatibility 6 

thresholds described in Table 3-3 Air Force Noise Policy Noise DNL and Land Use Compatibility 7 

(DoDI 2011a), the training activities associated with the Proposed Action could potentially create 8 

SELs in excess of 85 dBA on the Coronado National Forest near Jenna HLZ/DZ, recreational 9 

receptors (campsites) near Grapevine HLZ/DZ, and residential and recreational receptors and 10 

Coronado National Forest adjacent to the Stronghold HLZ/DZ.  Due to these impacts, the 11 

Grapevine and Stronghold sites will be removed from the list of proposed HLZ/DZ sites and will 12 

not be used during routine training events conducted by the 563 RQG.  During training use, low-13 

flying flight patterns over the Coronado National Forest north of the Jenna HLZ/DZ will be 14 

avoided so that the 85 dBA threshold is not exceeded over the USFS lands.  The training 15 

personnel will be advised of this requirement prior to each training mission using the Jenna 16 

HLZ/DZ.  With these implementations, the noise impacts would be considered minor to 17 

moderate, and no significant impacts would occur. 18 

 19 

4.5 Socioeconomics and Environmental Justice 20 

4.5.1 No Action Alternative  21 

Under the No Action Alternative, the use of the proposed additional HLZ/DZ training sites would 22 

not occur, and baseline conditions as described in the 2002 CSAR EA would remain 23 
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unchanged.  Implementation of the No Action Alternative would not change current training 1 

mission activities at Davis-Monthan AFB; therefore, there would be no additional impacts on 2 

socioeconomics and environmental justice. 3 

 4 

4.5.2 Proposed Action 5 

4.5.2.1 Socioeconomics 6 

Additional use of the Stronghold HLZ/DZ would increase the frequency of noise from helicopter 7 

landings around the homes, rental cabins, campgrounds, dispersed camping areas, and 8 

equestrian trail in the area.  While the DNL noise impacts are below the land use compatibility 9 

thresholds described in Table 3-3 Air Force Noise Policy Noise DNL and Land Use Compatibility 10 

(DoDI 2011a), the training activities associated with Proposed Action could potentially create 11 

SELs in excess of 85 dBA on the residential receptors and Coronado National Forest adjacent 12 

to the Stronghold HLZ/DZ.  Residents of the private homes, located within 1 mile of the 13 

proposed HLZ/DZ off West Ironwood Road and West Hunt Road, would be expected to receive 14 

noise impacts if flights occur at low altitudes directly over the homes.  At least four homes are 15 

occupied year-round, and at least two additional homes are weekend/holiday residences (USFS 16 

2013b).  17 

 18 

The two USFS cabins, rented as part of the “Rooms with a View” cabin rental program, would 19 

be impacted visually and by noise from additional flights to the Stronghold site.  The use of the 20 

Stronghold site would also be expected to impact the ability of the USFS to rent the “Rooms 21 

with a View” cabins nearby, as renters in the area are typically seeking a quiet place to vacation.  22 

These visual and noise impacts on the cabin rentals would potentially impact revenues that are 23 

used for cabin maintenance. 24 

 25 

There are no permanent residences in the area around the Grapevine HLZ/DZ.  However, the 26 

Grapevine Group Campground and recreational users in the area would receive noise and 27 

visual impacts when there are flights associated with personnel recovery training.  The training 28 

activities would increase the impacts on the Grapevine Group Campground and recreational 29 

users that are already occurring from the regular “fly-ins”.  Substantial and frequent use of the 30 

site could cause campers to seek other locations instead of the Grapevine site, thereby 31 

impacting use and revenues. 32 

33 
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Due to these impacts, the Grapevine and Stronghold sites will be removed from the list of 1 

proposed HLZ/DZ sites and will not be used during routine training events conducted by the 563 2 

RQG.  There are no socioeconomic impacts associated with the remaining HLZ/DZ sites and no 3 

significant impacts would occur. 4 

 5 

4.5.2.2 Environmental Justice 6 

There are approximately four permanent residences in the area around the Stronghold site, with 7 

no children in the households (USFS 2013b).  There are no permanent residences in the area 8 

around the Grapevine HLZ/DZ, so there would be no disproportionately high or adverse impacts 9 

on minority or low-income populations or children with the implementation of the Proposed 10 

Action. 11 

 12 

4.6 Biological Resources 13 

4.6.1 No Action Alternative 14 

Under the No Action Alternative, the use of the proposed additional HLZ/DZ training sites would 15 

not occur, and baseline conditions as described in the 2002 CSAR EA would remain 16 

unchanged.  Implementation of the No Action Alternative would not change current training 17 

mission activities at Davis-Monthan AFB; therefore, there would be no additional impacts on any 18 

biological resources in the areas of the proposed HLZ/DZs.   19 

 20 

4.6.2 Proposed Action 21 

Under the Proposed Action, minor, temporary impacts on plants and wildlife could occur during 22 

training use at the proposed HLZ/DZs.  Wildlife species most directly impacted would be small 23 

mammal, reptile, and amphibian species.  The majority of mobile animals, including birds, would 24 

generally escape to areas of similar habitat when disturbances occur.  In general, vegetation at 25 

the sites would incur minor disturbances when training is occurring at the proposed HLZ/DZs.   26 

 27 

Designated Critical habitat for Mexican spotted owl, a Federally threatened species and state- 28 

listed Wildlife of Special Concern species, exists within 5 miles of five of the proposed HLZ/DZ 29 

locations (see Table 3-14).  Similarly, designated Critical Habitats for the southwestern willow 30 

flycatcher, a Federally threatened species and state-listed Wildlife of Special Concern species, 31 

exists within 5 miles of four of the proposed HLZ/DZ locations (see Table 3-14).  While none of 32 

the HLZ/DZ locations are within designated Critical Habitat for these species, it is discussed due 33 

to proximity and migratory habits of these two species.  However, because the sites do not 34 
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support preferred habitat for either of these species, it is highly unlikely that any disturbance to 1 

these species would occur.  In addition to these bird species, three fish species (Gila chub, 2 

spikedace, and loach minnow) have designated Critical Habitat designations within 5 miles of 3 

the proposed Jeep HLZ/DZ.  Because no waterways are located in or immediately adjacent to 4 

this site, no impacts would occur in regards to these three species, and no decreases in overall 5 

water quality of aquatic habitats away from any of the proposed HLZ/DZ locations are expected. 6 

 7 

Although potential habitat for the jaguar, ocelot, and lesser long-nosed bat exists in the vicinity 8 

of the proposed HLZ/DZ sites, none of these species have been observed at or near the sites.  9 

The HLZ/DZs are located at sites that have been previously disturbed and no further ground 10 

disturbance is expected to occur with the Proposed Action.  In addition, the training is 11 

anticipated to be temporary and sporadic.   12 

 13 

Mine adits are sometimes used as roosting sites by the lesser long-nosed bat, a Federally 14 

endangered species and state-listed Wildlife of Special Concern species.  These mine adits 15 

were found in the vicinity of, but not within, the Silvermine HLZ/DZ and alternate sites.  SOPs 16 

will be established and properly implemented to ensure that these mine adits will be avoided, if 17 

the Proposed Action is implemented.  If surveys or other observations reveal that the lesser 18 

long-nosed bats are roosting at the Silvermine HLZ/DZ and alternate sites, training will cease at 19 

the site until consultation with USFWS is accomplished.   20 

 21 

Table 4-5 lists the protected, threatened, or endangered plant species that were found at the 22 

proposed HLZ/DZ sites.   23 

 24 

Table 4-5.  Threatened and Endangered and Protected Plant Species found at the 25 
Proposed HLZ/DZ sites 26 

Proposed 
HLZ/DZ 

Site 

Plant Species 
Found Within Site 

Plants Species 
Found Immediately 

Adjacent to Site 
Importance 

Brooke 13 Palmer’s Agave  Palmer’s Agave 
Palmer’s agave is a primary food source for 
lesser long-nosed bat. 

Caliente 
Two Pima Pineapple 

Cactus  
None 

Pima pineapple cactus is a Federally 
endangered species and Highly Safeguarded 
in Arizona. 

Jenna None Palmer’s Agave 
Palmer’s agave is a primary food source for 
lesser long-nosed bat. 

Paige One Saguaro  None 
Saguaro is Highly Safeguarded in Arizona and 
a primary food source for the lesser long-nosed 
bat. 
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Proposed 
HLZ/DZ 

Site 

Plant Species 
Found Within Site 

Plants Species 
Found Immediately 

Adjacent to Site 
Importance 

Pinnacle One Palmer’s Agave None 
Palmer’s agave is a primary food source for 
lesser long-nosed bat. 

Silvermine 
One Saguaro within 
Silvermine Alternate 

Site 
None 

Saguaro is Highly Safeguarded in Arizona and 
a primary food source for the lesser long-nosed 
bat. 

 1 

Figures 4-1 through 4-6 depict the location of these plants within the respective HLZ/DZ sites.  2 

The saguaro is not Federal or state-listed but is regarded as highly safeguarded in the State of 3 

Arizona and is a primary food source for the lesser-long nosed bat, which is considered 4 

Federally endangered and Wildlife of Special Concern in the State of Arizona.  The saguaro 5 

within the Paige and Silvermine alternate HLZ/DZs are located on the very outer edge along the 6 

eastern borders of each site.  The Palmer’s agave is not Federal or state-listed but is a primary 7 

food source for the Federally endangered lesser-long nosed bat.  There is one Palmer’s agave 8 

located with the Pinnacle HLZ/DZ and several located with the Brooke HLZ/DZ.  The two Pima 9 

Pineapple Cactus, which are considered Federally endangered, are located on the western 10 

edge of the Caliente HLZ/DZ site.  These plant species will be avoided during training events 11 

and would not be impacted during the use of the HLZ/DZ sites.  SOPs will be established to 12 

instruct the training personnel of this requirement, what plants to avoid, and where the plants 13 

are located at a specific site prior to each training mission.   14 

 15 

The Air Force has determined that the Proposed Action may affect, but is not likely to adversely 16 

affect the jaguar, ocelot, lesser long-nosed bat, and Pima pineapple cactus.  The Proposed 17 

Action would not result in any significant impacts on protected species or designated Critical 18 

Habitats. 19 

 20 

4.7 Water Resources 21 

Potential impacts on water resources are associated with construction of new facilities, 22 

renovation of existing facilities, aircraft maintenance activities, and increased personnel.  Since 23 

no construction would occur at any of the HLZ/DZ sites or beneath any airspace unit proposed 24 

for use, the only potential impacts on water resources are associated with ground disturbance 25 

due to aircraft landings or drops. 26 

27 

Table 4-5, continued 



Figure 4-1. Sensitive Plant Species Located Within or Adjacent to Brooke HLZ/DZ

July 2013
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Figure 4-2.  Sensitive Plant Species Located Within or Adjacent to Caliente HLZ/DZ

July 2013
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Figure 4-3.  Sensitive Plant Species Located Within or Adjacent to Jenna HLZ/DZ

July 2013

Jenna HLZ/DZ

Source: Esri, i-cubed, USDA, USGS, AEX, GeoEye, Getmapping,
Aerogrid, IGN, IGP, and the GIS User Community
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Figure 4-4.  Sensitive Plant Species Located Within or Adjacent to Paige HLZ/DZ

July 2013
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Figure 4-5.  Sensitive Plant Species Located Within or Adjacent to Pinnacle HLZ/DZ

July 2013
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Figure 4-6.  Sensitive Plant Species Located Within or Adjacent to Silvermine HLZ/DZ

July 2013
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4.7.1 No Action Alternative 1 

Under the No Action Alternative, the use of the proposed additional HLZ/DZ training sites would 2 

not occur, and baseline conditions as described in the 2002 CSAR EA would remain 3 

unchanged.  Implementation of the No Action Alternative would not change current training 4 

mission activities at Davis-Monthan AFB; therefore, there would be no additional impacts on any 5 

water resources in the areas of the proposed HLZ/DZs. 6 

 7 

4.7.2 Proposed Action 8 

4.7.2.1 Surface Water 9 

Under the Proposed Action, no construction activities would occur.  Only minimal ground-10 

disturbing activities would take place during landing and takeoff.  The low precipitation in the 11 

region results in little surface water runoff.  The training activities would have no appreciable 12 

effects on the surface waters in the ROI including perennial or ephemeral streams and washes, 13 

natural lakes, or other open bodies of water.  The Pond HLZ/DZ is typically dry during most of 14 

the year but holds water during the wet months (July through August) and training use of this 15 

site would be avoided when the pond is holding water.  Impacts on surface waters at the 16 

proposed HLZ/DZ sites would be considered negligible; therefore, there would be no significant 17 

impacts with implementation of the Proposed Action. 18 

 19 

4.7.2.2 Groundwater 20 

There would be no construction or impervious surfaces associated with the Proposed Action; 21 

therefore, no effects on groundwater resources are expected.  Ground disturbance associated 22 

with the personnel recovery training exercises would not reach depths that would affect 23 

groundwater resources.  Impacts on groundwater at the proposed HLZ/DZ sites would be 24 

considered negligible; therefore, no significant impacts would occur. 25 

 26 

4.7.2.3 Floodplains 27 

None of the proposed HLZ/DZ sites are within a known 100-year floodplain.  Therefore, no 28 

significant impacts on floodplains would occur as a result of implementation of the Proposed 29 

Action.  30 

 31 

4.7.2.4 Wetlands or Waters of the U.S. 32 

There were no wetlands found at any of the proposed HLZ/DZ sites during the biological survey.  33 

The Pond HLZ/DZ could potentially be considered a waters of the U.S. because of its location 34 
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adjacent to a wash; however, there would be no adverse impacts on the waters of the U.S. 1 

because no construction would take place and no dredged or fill material would be placed within 2 

the site.  Therefore, there would be no significant impacts on wetlands or waters of the U.S. with 3 

implementation of the Proposed Action. 4 

 5 

4.8 Hazardous Materials and Waste  6 

Typically, aircraft that would operate in the airspace above the proposed sites would not 7 

generate or dispose of hazardous wastes in the airspace.  Therefore, no further analysis of 8 

hazardous materials and wastes in the affected airspace is provided.  The potential exists that 9 

the HH-60 helicopters used while deploying search and rescue training units could develop 10 

leaks or require unscheduled maintenance and, therefore, the need for the use of POL exists.  11 

Any spill of petroleum liquids (e.g., fuel) or material listed in 40 CFR 302 Table 302.4 (List of 12 

Hazardous Substances and Reportable Quantities) of a reportable quantity must be cleaned up 13 

and reported to the appropriate Federal and state agencies.  Reportable quantities of those 14 

substances listed on 40 CFR 302 Table 302.4 would be included as part of the Davis-Monthan 15 

AFB base-wide SPCCP.   16 

 17 

4.8.1 No Action Alternative 18 

Under the No Action Alternative, the use of the proposed additional HLZ/DZ training sites would 19 

not occur, and baseline conditions as described in the 2002 CSAR EA would remain 20 

unchanged.  Implementation of the No Action Alternative would not change current training 21 

mission activities at Davis-Monthan AFB; therefore, there would be no impacts associated with 22 

hazardous and non-hazardous materials and their management. 23 

 24 

4.8.2 Proposed Action  25 

Under the Proposed Action, the likelihood for leaks or unscheduled maintenance of helicopters 26 

is minimal.  Should an accidental release or spill of hazardous substances or POL occur, the 27 

Davis-Monthan AFB base-wide SPCCP would be implemented. 28 

 29 

The Pipeline site is located over an EPNG high-pressure gas transmission line.  Releases of 30 

natural gas from gas transmission pipelines pose a primarily acute hazard.  Should an ignition 31 

source exist, a release or leak of natural gas can result in an immediate fire or explosion near 32 

the point of the release.  The hazard is reduced over a relatively short period after the release 33 

ends as the gas disperses (U.S. Department of Transportation 2010).  Utilizing nationwide 34 
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incident data from 2005 to 2009 to aid in determining relative risks, the rate of serious incidents 1 

per 1,000 miles per year for gas transmission pipelines (on-shore) is 0.020 (U.S. Department of 2 

Transportation 2010).  No excavations of any kind are proposed at the Pipeline site, so the 3 

potential for a release or leak of natural gas is extremely low, and the risk is, therefore, 4 

considered insignificant.   5 

 6 

Debris would detract from the visual qualities of these public lands and would further degrade 7 

the natural quality of habitat in southern Arizona.  As a result of the training missions within the 8 

proposed HLZ/DZs, light sticks would be generated as debris.  However, light sticks will be 9 

retrieved as much as practicable, and the use of these materials per the Proposed Action are 10 

infrequent and intermittent (Davis-Monthan AFB 2002).  SOPs will be established and properly 11 

implemented to ensure that any debris generated by the training missions of the Proposed 12 

Action, including dropped material from the HC-130 cargo aircraft, will be gathered at the end of 13 

the training mission, brought back to Davis-Monthan AFB, and subsequently transported by a 14 

licensed contractor to one of the municipal city or county landfills.  Therefore, impacts due to 15 

debris would be insignificant.   16 

 17 

Hazardous materials and waste impacts at the proposed HLZ/DZ sites would be considered 18 

minor; therefore, there would be no significant impacts with implementation of the Proposed 19 

Action. 20 

 21 

4.9 Cultural Resources 22 

Procedures for identifying, evaluating, and mitigating impacts on cultural resources have been 23 

established through Federal laws and regulations including the NHPA, ARPA, NAGPRA, and 24 

the American Indian Religious Freedom Act.  An undertaking affects a significant resource when 25 

it alters the property’s characteristics, including relevant features of its environment or use that 26 

qualify it as significant according to NRHP criteria.  Effects may include physical destruction, 27 

damage, or alteration of all or part of the resource; alteration of the character of the surrounding 28 

environment that contributes to the resource’s qualifications for the NRHP; introduction of visual, 29 

audible, or atmospheric elements out of character with the resource or its setting; or neglect of 30 

the resource resulting in its deterioration or destruction. 31 

 32 

Potential impacts are assessed by 1) identifying project activities that could directly or indirectly 33 

affect a significant resource; 2) identifying the known or expected significant resources in areas 34 
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of potential impact; and 3) determining whether a project activity would have no effect, no 1 

adverse effect, or an adverse effect on significant resources (36 CFR 800.9).  Impacts on 2 

cultural resources may occur from changes in the setting caused by visual or audible intrusions 3 

or ground-disturbing activities. 4 

 5 

4.9.1 No Action Alternative 6 

Under the No Action Alternative, the use of the proposed additional HLZ/DZ training sites would 7 

not occur, and baseline conditions as described in the 2002 CSAR EA would remain 8 

unchanged.  Implementation of the No Action Alternative would not change current training 9 

mission activities at Davis-Monthan AFB; therefore, there would be no additional impacts on 10 

cultural resources.   11 

 12 

4.9.2 Proposed Action 13 

A pedestrian archaeological survey was performed on the HLZ/DZ locations across southern 14 

Arizona (Davis-Monthan AFB 2013a).  The pedestrian survey of the HLZ/DZs resulted in the 15 

identification of two new and previously unidentified archaeological sites.  AZ BB:15:92(ASM) is 16 

a prehistoric habitation site that encompasses the Paige HLZ/DZ, and AZ BB:15:93(ASM) is a 17 

prehistoric habitation site that encompasses the Pedro HLZ/DZ.  Both sites have a large number 18 

and diversity of artifacts and features, and a high potential for buried cultural materials.  Davis-19 

Monthan AFB recommends both sites as eligible for the NRHP under Criterion D for their 20 

research potential.  Both sites have been removed from the list of proposed HLZ/DZ training 21 

sites to prevent adverse effects on both properties by activities associated with the personnel 22 

recovery training.  The results of the surveys showed that the remaining 18 of the 20 HLZs had 23 

no cultural resources within the HLZ/DZs.  The Arizona SHPO concurred with the finding of No 24 

Adverse Effect in a letter dated July 12, 2013 (Appendix A). 25 

 26 

Visual intrusions under the Proposed Action would be minimal and would not represent an 27 

increase over baseline conditions sufficient to cause adverse effects on the settings of cultural 28 

resources.  The Proposed Action would not increase the annual sorties conducted by personnel 29 

recovery aircraft that were already analyzed in the 2002 CSAR EA.  The Proposed Action only 30 

increases the number of HLZ/DZ locations available for training use.  Due to the high altitude 31 

(3,500 feet) of the overflights and relatively small size of the helicopters, the aircraft would not 32 

be readily visible to observers on the ground.  Visual screening relative to the viewer, such as 33 

mountains and hills, play an important role in minimizing impacts from aircraft overflights.  Chaff 34 
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and flares would not be expected to be deployed from the aircraft during overflights or at any of 1 

the proposed HLZ/DZ sites and would not pose a visual intrusion.   2 

 3 

Sources of potential noise effects include intrusions on settings of cultural resources from 4 

subsonic and supersonic noise, and overpressures (vibration) resulting from sonic booms 5 

associated with supersonic flight.  Proposed training activities would use existing aircraft, which 6 

include the HC-130 cargo aircraft and HH-60 helicopters.  These aircraft do not fly faster than 7 

the speed of sound, so there would be no supersonic noise and thus no potential impacts on 8 

cultural resources associated with the Proposed Action.  All aircraft would operate within 9 

existing MOAs, overlying ATCAA, restricted airspace, and ranges, performing similar types of 10 

combat training missions currently conducted in these airspace units.  Past and current military 11 

actions that utilize the same airspace proposed for personnel recovery activities have occurred.  12 

Beddown of the F-35A aircraft at Luke AFB in Phoenix and Tucson International Airport (TIA) 13 

has been assessed in an EIS.  The EIS evaluated the replacement of F-16 aircraft with F-35A, 14 

as well as the required formal training support for the F-35A aircrew force.  The same airspace 15 

utilized for this project is proposed for use for the current personnel recovery activities (ACC 16 

2012).  The Arizona SHPO concurred in 2012 that this undertaking would have no adverse 17 

effect on cultural resources.  The proposed personnel recovery activities would use much 18 

quieter aircraft (HC-130 cargo aircraft and HH-60 helicopters) than the F-35A. 19 

 20 

The noise analysis accounts for subsonic noise, which is quantified by DNL.  The analysis 21 

demonstrated that subsonic noise would not exceed DNL 65 dB at any location under the 22 

airspace during overflights, and would not change perceptibly from current conditions.  This is 23 

based on a worst case scenario of three flights per day and one flight per night.  Since 24 

observers would not notice any change and less than DNL 65 dB is compatible with DoD criteria 25 

for residences, lodging, and medical facilities, it can be presumed that subsonic noise 26 

associated with overflights would not intrude on or adversely affect the setting of any cultural 27 

resources.  28 

 29 

No adverse effects due to visual or noise intrusions from overflights would result on NRHP-30 

eligible or listed archaeological resources, architectural resources, or traditional cultural 31 

properties.  No supersonic flights or sonic booms would occur; therefore, there would be no 32 

vibrational damage to historic structures.     33 
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4.10 Earth Resources 1 

4.10.1 No Action Alternative 2 

Under the No Action Alternative, the use of the proposed additional HLZ/DZ training sites would 3 

not occur, and baseline conditions as described in the 2002 CSAR EA would remain 4 

unchanged.  However, if the proposed HLZ/DZ sites are not used there is a possibility that the 5 

existing HLZ/DZ sites could be used more frequently causing a higher potential for soil erosion 6 

around the existing sites due to propeller/rotor wash.  Therefore, implementation of the No 7 

Action Alternative would have minor impacts on soils specifically, or earth resources in general. 8 

 9 

4.10.2 Proposed Action  10 

The Proposed Action would not affect the geology or the topography of the project area.  The 11 

Proposed Action sites are all located on Federal or state land and most have been previously 12 

disturbed.  No construction or significant ground disturbance would be expected at the identified 13 

or potential future sites.  The use of HH-60 helicopters for deployment of search and rescue 14 

units would impact soils during takeoff and landing due to erosion from propeller wash and 15 

would potentially be a greater concern should HLZ/DZs be sited near stream banks.  However, 16 

the training events at these sites would be temporary and intermittent, and the soil disturbance 17 

would primarily occur in previously disturbed areas.  The impacts would be greater at the sites 18 

that are used more frequently (up to 260 times per year) but would still be considered minor.  19 

For sites that are located near stream banks, dust control methods could be utilized (USFS 20 

1998).  The use of a rock circle is one possible method for minimizing the movement of soil into 21 

streams and would also serve to further demarcate the landing area and keep the helicopter 22 

deployment within a site as far as possible from any adjacent stream bank areas.  Another dust 23 

control method could be the use of a dust suppressant, such as water, to wet the area.  The use 24 

of dust control methods near stream banks would reduce the potential for soil to travel into 25 

streams.  The potential impacts on soils would be minor, and no significant impacts on soils 26 

would occur as a result of implementation of the Proposed Action. 27 

 28 

4.11 Safety and Occupational Health 29 

4.11.1 No Action Alternative 30 

Under the No Action Alternative, the use of the proposed additional HLZ/DZ training sites would 31 

not occur, and baseline conditions as described in the 2002 CSAR EA would remain 32 

unchanged.  Implementation of the No Action Alternative would not change current training 33 
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mission activities at Davis-Monthan AFB; therefore, there would be no additional safety and 1 

occupational health impacts.   2 

 3 

4.11.2 Proposed Action 4 

There would be no significant increase in safety hazards or occupational health hazards 5 

associated with the Proposed Action.  Detailed SOPs have been established to fulfill many 6 

health and safety requirements.  Personnel involved with different equipment, including aircraft, 7 

would be instructed on the use of the equipment and PPE.  Hazardous materials associated 8 

with the aircraft are minor.  Light sticks would be used during training exercises but would not 9 

represent a safety risk, because they are not considered to be toxic.   10 

 11 

Aircraft Mishaps 12 

Under the Proposed Action, sortie operations would not increase from the baseline activities 13 

described in the 2002 CSAR EA, and there should not be an increase in potential for a Class A 14 

mishap.  Based on the total flying hours proposed for aircraft operations within affected 15 

airspace, there would be an HH-60 Class A mishap every 29 years and an HC-130 Class A 16 

mishap every 231 years.  These mishap rates are extremely low and would not result in 17 

significant impacts on safety.  Health and safety risks due to the potential for aircraft mishaps 18 

are reduced at Davis-Monthan AFB through safety practices including the use of airspace 19 

southeast of the base for airfield departures and arrivals, to the maximum extent possible and 20 

consistent with established safety procedures; traffic patterns are flown to minimize overflights 21 

of populated areas; and operational areas for aircraft are sparsely populated areas.   22 

 23 

BASH 24 

Under the Proposed Action, there would not be an increase in the amount of bird-aircraft strikes.  25 

The Proposed Action would not create or enhance locales attractive to concentrations of birds, 26 

nor would the current flight tracks at the base change.  The Davis-Monthan AFB BASH plan 27 

(Davis-Monthan AFB 2013b) establishes procedures to minimize aircraft exposure to potentially 28 

hazardous bird/wildlife strikes where Davis-Monthan AFB units conduct flying operations.  The 29 

BASH plan is based on hazards from indigenous bird populations, seasonal bird migration, and 30 

any other wildlife.  While low-level flying activities are associated with personnel recovery 31 

activities, all initiatives affecting bird populations are already closely coordinated to minimize 32 

BASH.  Local flying procedures avoid direct overflight of areas where migratory birds are 33 

predominantly located, and the AHAS and BAM help predict where birds would be located in the 34 
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operations area.  Therefore, no significant impacts on bird-strike hazards would occur with 1 

implementation of the Proposed Action. 2 

 3 

In-Flight Refueling 4 

In-flight refueling would take place in authorized air refueling areas within existing MOAs under 5 

the Proposed Action or along published Air Refueling tracks.  In-flight refueling is not considered 6 

to be a high-risk flying activity, even though fuel spills can potentially occur during in-flight 7 

refueling.  Air refueling that would be accomplished under the proposal between HH-60 and HC-8 

130 aircraft would follow all established procedures for in-flight refueling operations, and 9 

required separation would be maintained between aircraft to minimize flight risks.  In addition, 10 

the number of HH-60 and HC-130 wet-refueling operations is minimal (approximately 1 of every 11 

5 practice refuelings), with associated low safety risks resulting from fuel spills.  There would be 12 

no significant impacts due to air refueling under the Proposed Action. 13 

 14 

Fire and Crash Safety 15 

Davis-Monthan AFB meets Air Force requirements for the amount and type of fire and crash 16 

equipment, as well as for the number of personnel necessary to handle an aircraft mishap.  17 

Therefore, no significant impacts on fire and crash safety would occur with implementation of 18 

the Proposed Action. 19 

20 
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5.0 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS AND OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 1 

 2 

This section of the SEA addresses the potential cumulative impacts associated with the 3 

implementation of the alternatives and other projects/programs that are planned for the region.  4 

The CEQ defines cumulative impacts as “the impact on the environment which results from the 5 

incremental impact of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable 6 

actions regardless of what agency (Federal or non-Federal) or person undertakes such other 7 

actions” (40 CFR 1508.7).  This section continues, “Cumulative impacts can result from 8 

individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time.” 9 

 10 

USEPA suggests that analysis of cumulative impacts should focus on specific resources and 11 

ecological components that can be affected by the incremental effects of the proposed actions 12 

and other actions in the same geographic area.  This can be determined by considering: 13 

 14 

 Whether the resource is especially vulnerable to incremental effects; 15 

 Whether the proposed action is one of several similar actions in the same geographic 16 
area; 17 

 Whether other activities in the area have similar effects on the resource; 18 

 Whether these effects have been historically significant for this resource; and 19 

 Whether other analyses in the area have identified cumulative effects. 20 

 21 

Additionally, the analysis should consider whether geographic and time boundaries large 22 

enough to include all potentially significant effects on the resources of concern have been 23 

identified.  Geographic boundaries should be delineated and include natural ecological 24 

boundaries and the time period of the project’s effects.  The adequacy of the cumulative impact 25 

analysis depends upon how well the analysis considers impacts that are due to past, present, 26 

and reasonably foreseeable actions.  This can be best evaluated by considering whether the 27 

environment has been degraded (to what extent); whether ongoing activities in the area are 28 

causing impacts; and the trend for activities and impacts in the area.  The ROI for cumulative 29 

impacts analysis includes Davis-Monthan AFB, the restricted airspace surrounding the base, 30 

and Cochise, Gila, Graham, Pima, Pinal, and Santa Cruz counties.  Specific projects that have 31 

occurred, those currently taking place, and those projected for the future are identified in 32 

subsequent subsections. 33 
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As an active military installation, Davis-Monthan AFB experiences changes in mission and 1 

training requirements in response to defense policies, current threats, and tactical and 2 

technological advances.  As a result, the base requires new construction, facility improvements, 3 

infrastructure upgrades, and maintenance and repairs on an ongoing basis.  Although such 4 

known construction and upgrades are a part of the analysis contained in this SEA, some future 5 

requirements cannot be predicted.  As those requirements surface, future NEPA analysis will be 6 

conducted, as necessary.  7 

 8 

5.1 Past and Present Activities at or near Davis-Monthan AFB 9 

5.1.1 Military Projects 10 

Numerous changes have recently occurred or are being planned in around Davis-Monthan AFB.  11 

Other recent or ongoing actions at Davis-Monthan AFB proper are summarized below.  Other 12 

military actions surrounding Davis-Monthan AFB that could contribute to the cumulative impacts 13 

are discussed in the subsequent paragraphs.  14 

 15 

 Total Force Training (TFT), formerly known as Operation Snowbird, is a year-round 16 
training mission designed to build and maintain the readiness of active, reserve, and 17 
guard units, as well as foreign ally units, all of which increasingly require greater 18 
interoperability during overseas deployments.  The TFT program is managed by ANG’s 19 
162d Wing (162 WG), Detachment 1, and is managed separately from the 162 WG 20 
activities that are operated out of DMAFB.  Operation Snowbird was established in 1975 21 
and was designed and implemented to allow ANG units from bases located in northern 22 
latitudes (or “northern tier”) to train in optimal weather conditions and vast airspace over 23 
southern Arizona, primarily during the winter months.  A Draft EA assessing current and 24 
proposed flight activities under the TFT mission at DMAFB has been recently released to 25 
the public and is currently (2015) being finalized. 26 

 Angel Thunder is a joint-services exercise conducted at Davis-Monthan AFB.  It 27 
generally occurs every 18 months and focuses on search and rescue training missions.  28 
This exercise has included use of the same airspace that TFT and Davis-Monthan AFB 29 
typically use, including the BMGR.  The exercise also involves ground ranges at BMGR.  30 
A variety of aircraft, including helicopters, may use restricted and military airspace during 31 
such an exercise.  These areas and activities would overlap with areas identified for 32 
Personnel Recovery training for the Proposed Action at Davis-Monthan AFB.  However, 33 
the timing would likely not overlap, to avoid conflicts with available airspace. 34 

 Beddown of the F-35A aircraft at Luke AFB in Phoenix has been assessed in an EIS.  35 
The Final EIS and signed Record of Decision were released in June 2013.  The proposal 36 
evaluated the replacement of F-16 aircraft with F-35A and the required formal training 37 
support for the F-35A aircrew force.  The Air Force will bed down an additional 72 F-35A 38 
training aircraft at Luke AFB for a total of 144 F-35A aircraft (U.S. Air Force 2013).    39 

 Several Capital Improvement Projects are being considered at Davis-Monthan AFB; 40 
these projects include military construction of housing, recreation, and administration 41 
facilities.  All projects would be constructed within previously disturbed areas. 42 
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 The 162 FW plans to construct and demolish facilities to improve current base layout, 1 
relocate an entry gate, relocate a munitions storage area, and provide new facilities, 2 
renovation, and a holding apron.  This project includes acquisition of 22.7-acre, 5.4-acre, 3 
and 7.4-acre parcels for redevelopment plans, and will disturb about 7 acres from short- 4 
to long-range time frame.  5 

 The United Arab Emirates (UAE) left Tucson AGS in December 2010 with 13 Block 60 6 
F-16 aircraft.  UAE had trained with the 162 FW since June 2004.  However, the Royal 7 
Netherlands Air Force has announced that it will train with the 162 FW at TIA and will 8 
bring 12 F-16s.  The total program will provide 3,000 flying hours per year.  The 9 
transition from the UAE to Dutch training programs offset each other.   10 

 The F-16 Block 25 aircraft currently assigned to 162 FW are coming to the end of their 11 
operational lifespan.  ANG proposes to replace the Block 25 aircraft with Block 32 12 
aircraft in a one-for-one exchange.  The F-16 Block 32 aircraft would operate at TIA and 13 
in the airspace in the same manner that the F-16 Block 25 aircraft do currently. 14 

 Luke AFB prepared an EIS to address several range projects that add new target areas 15 
for air-to-ground missiles, mobile vehicle targets, reconfiguration of existing range for 16 
helicopter training, new sensor training area, improvements of ground training exercises, 17 
infrastructure and road improvements, lowering of operational airspace floor to 500 feet 18 
AGL over Cabeza Prieta National Wildlife Refuge, and a new taxiway and air traffic 19 
control tower at Gila Bend Air Force Auxiliary Field. 20 

 21 

In addition to these training missions and military construction projects, the 355 FW manages 22 

and supports flight operations at Davis-Monthan AFB that include daily training sorties.  A-10 23 

pilots are trained in providing close air support, forward air control, and CSAR.  Some of these 24 

activities require pilots to perform flying operations at and within the airspace surrounding Davis-25 

Monthan AFB.  Other Air Force units, such as the 55th Electronic Combat Group, also use 26 

Davis-Monthan AFB runways and airspace on a daily basis.  Davis-Monthan AFB total about 27 

218 flight operations on an average busy day.   28 

 29 

5.1.2 Other Federal, State, and Local Actions Surrounding Davis-Monthan AFB 30 

Other past, current, and future Federal actions in the area could also contribute to cumulative 31 

effects of the Proposed Action (or alternatives).  Federal agencies with jurisdiction within the 32 

ROI include the FAA, Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), and U.S. Customs and Border 33 

Protection (CBP).  Potential actions within the area and occurring in the same time frame or in 34 

the same general area of Davis-Monthan AFB were identified and considered in preparation of 35 

this Draft SEA.  CBP recently constructed a U.S. Border Patrol (USBP) station and sector 36 

headquarters adjacent to Davis-Monthan AFB at the intersection of Golf Links Road and Swan 37 

Road.  In addition, CBP recently constructed an evidentiary vault in the northwestern part of the 38 

base, near the east side of the runway.  CBP and USBP routinely use Davis-Monthan AFB 39 
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runways and airspace for patrol and evidentiary transport missions.  The FHWA, in cooperation 1 

with the Arizona Department of Transportation (ADOT) recently completed major improvements 2 

to Interstate 10.  The FAA and TIA recently completed improvements to the runways at TIA.  3 

The BLM prepared an EIS to address the proposed SunZia Southwest Transmission Project 4 

which plans to construct and operate two 500-kilovolt transmission lines originating at a new 5 

substation in Lincoln County in the vicinity of Corona, New Mexico, and terminating at the Pinal 6 

Central Substation in Pinal County, Arizona.  Approximately 185 miles would be located on 7 

Federally administrated lands in New Mexico and Arizona. 8 

 9 

5.1.3 Non-Federal Actions Near Davis-Monthan AFB 10 

Non-Federal actions include State of Arizona, county, and private projects.  General ongoing 11 

state activities include oil, gas, and grazing leases on state trust lands, land exchanges, road 12 

projects, and improvements to state parks and monuments.  The primary actions that have 13 

recently occurred, or that are being planned, include surface road improvements.   14 

 15 

5.2 Cumulative Effects Analysis 16 

Other military actions in the region overlap in space or time with the Proposed Action, 17 

particularly within the airspace above the BMGR; however, these overlaps have historically 18 

been handled through intense, coordinated scheduling.  This scheduling has not resulted in 19 

major cumulative impacts.  There is potential interaction with some ongoing and recent projects, 20 

described above, to have the potential to either increase or offset possible environmental 21 

consequences.  The following sections describe what these potential outcomes may be.   22 

 23 

5.2.1 Airspace, Noise, and Safety 24 

Airspace management and air safety are vulnerable to incremental effects, and if the cumulative 25 

actions were to overload the capacity of the airspace or the controller’s ability to manage flight 26 

activity, then cumulative impacts would be considered significant.  Several actions have taken 27 

place at Davis-Monthan AFB over the last decade that have increased or decreased operations 28 

and changed aircraft type, number of operations, and support staff.  As a result, airspace 29 

demand, safety issues, and noise levels at the airfield and surrounding areas have also varied.  30 

Davis-Monthan AFB has historically experienced noise levels much higher than would be 31 

expected under the Proposed Action.  Most other actions at or surrounding Davis-Monthan AFB 32 

may produce localized noise increases, primarily from ground activities (such as weapons firing 33 

ranges, field training exercises or military construction projects), so cumulative noise impacts 34 
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would be localized and primarily on Federally owned land.  Since there would be no additional 1 

sorties over those analyzed in the 2002 EA, the noise emissions from the HH-60 and HC-130 2 

aircraft would be insignificant compared to existing operations at Davis-Monthan AFB, and this 3 

would not result in a significant cumulative impact on ambient noise levels. 4 

 5 

Cumulative effects on regional airspace would occur where the airspace is used and controlled 6 

by FAA and DoD, requiring more coordination between airspace managers and users to satisfy 7 

their respective missions.  However, Personnel Recovery training flights would be scheduled to 8 

ensure that the airspace is safely allocated and no conflicts with other training occur. 9 

 10 

The cumulative impacts identified for airspace, ranges, noise, or safety would not be significant, 11 

but will likely require more coordination between Albuquerque ARTCC, the FAA Central Service 12 

Region, and military airspace managers, especially during other training missions and exercises 13 

such as OSB and Angel Thunder.  In addition, more coordination between airspace managers 14 

and users to satisfy their respective missions would be required, as completion of the F-35A 15 

beddown comes to fruition, the level of use of restricted airspace in southern Arizona would 16 

increase (if it occurs at Luke AFB or TIA).  17 

 18 

5.2.2 Air Quality 19 

The potential cumulative air quality impacts would result from operations occurring below 3,000 20 

feet AGL and during takeoff and landings.  Emissions created by aircraft training activities were 21 

addressed in Section 4.3 and, as noted, would be well below de minimis threshold levels.  22 

Cochise, Gila, Pinal, Pima, and Santa Cruz counties are considered in moderate non-attainment 23 

for PM-10, and Pinal and Santa Cruz counties are considered in moderate non-attainment for 24 

PM-2.5.  The Proposed Action would not be expected to contribute to cumulative effects of PM-25 

10 or PM-2.5, since there would be no ground disturbances such as construction.  Other 26 

Federal and non-Federal construction projects could contribute to cumulative increases in PM-27 

10; the magnitude of these effects would depend on climatic conditions, size of the areas 28 

disturbed, timing and location of the construction in relation to other projects, and 29 

implementation of best management practices, such as watering to control fugitive dust, 30 

revegetation of disturbed sites, and use of pavement or soil binders on unimproved roads and 31 

parking lots.  Personnel Recovery training missions would contribute to an increase in CO 32 

emissions and fugitive dust; however, there would not be additional sorties associated with the 33 

Proposed Action.  And as noted previously, these emissions would be well below de minimis 34 
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thresholds.  Consequently, Personnel Recovery training activities, in combination with other 1 

Federal and non-Federal activities including the proposed F-35A Beddown, would not create 2 

major increases in CO emissions.  No other adverse cumulative impacts on the region’s airshed 3 

are anticipated as a result of the Proposed Action or other ongoing or proposed actions in the 4 

region.   5 

 6 

U.S. military aircraft used approximately 0.5 percent of the aviation fuel consumed in 2000.  7 

Historically, the aviation sector has been estimated to emit about 2.6 percent of the Nation’s 8 

GHG emissions; thus, U.S. military aircraft contribute a very small portion of these gases (U.S. 9 

General Accounting Office [GAO] 2000).  Currently, no universal standard has been accepted to 10 

determine the significance of cumulative impacts of GHG emissions.  In the absence of any 11 

controlling standard, the emissions associated with the Personnel Recovery operations would 12 

not be expected to significantly contribute to climate change on a cumulative basis and would 13 

not significantly add to the GHG emissions occurring nationwide or globally. 14 

 15 

5.2.3 Socioeconomics and Environmental Justice 16 

The balance of ongoing and anticipated military actions is likely to have a long-term, strong 17 

positive effect on regional economy, even though there may be local differences in effects.  The 18 

Proposed Action would not cause any significant cumulative impacts on the regional economy 19 

or cumulative disproportionate impacts on minorities and low-income populations relative to the 20 

COC.  The incremental effects of the proposed training missions and training exercises, in 21 

combination with potential impacts associated with the past and reasonably foreseeable future 22 

actions described in this section, would not be expected to have any major adverse cumulative 23 

effects on minority or low-income populations or on children. 24 

 25 

5.2.4 Biological Resources 26 

Cumulative impacts on native flora and fauna have and do occur on surrounding public and 27 

private lands due to grazing, off-road traffic, recreational vehicles, introduction of non-native 28 

species, and development.  These activities, especially ground-disturbing activities, could result 29 

in cumulative impacts on wildlife and their habitats.  However, the Proposed Action would not 30 

cause any significant impacts on biological resources because the sites would be used 31 

sporadically and for short durations and no significant ground-disturbing activities would occur; 32 

therefore, the Proposed Action would not significantly contribute to those cumulative impacts. 33 
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5.2.5 Land Use, Earth, and Water Resources 1 

The effects on land use, earth (i.e., soil, topography), and water resources associated with the 2 

Proposed Action are negligible to minor, and most occur in fairly remote areas that do not 3 

coincide with areas where other ground-disturbing activities occur or may increase in the region.  4 

Most of the land use within the project area is for cattle grazing.  No construction or ground-5 

disturbing activities would occur with the Proposed Action; thus, no significant cumulative 6 

impacts on land use, earth, and water resources are anticipated.  No other major ground-7 

disturbing activities have been identified that could result in cumulative impacts on soils and 8 

water resources.   9 

 10 

5.2.6 Hazardous Materials and Waste 11 

Significant cumulative impacts would occur if an action created a public hazard, the site was 12 

considered a hazardous waste site that poses health risks, or the action would impair the 13 

implementation of an adopted emergency response or evacuation plan.  All past, present, and 14 

future projects incorporate measures to limit or control hazardous materials and waste into the 15 

design and operation plan of the facility.  Therefore, the effects of the Proposed Action, when 16 

combined with other ongoing and proposed projects within the project area, would not be 17 

considered a significant cumulative impact. 18 

 19 

5.2.7 Cultural Resources 20 

Any Federal project in the region that includes ground-disturbing activities has the potential to 21 

adversely affect cultural resources and is subject to NEPA compliance and Section 106 22 

consultation.  Such projects include construction, oil and gas development, off-road tracked 23 

vehicle training, pipelines or other facilities, highway work, or any other ground-disturbing 24 

undertaking that affects public land.  However, appropriate coordination would be conducted to 25 

avoid or mitigate any adverse impacts should any buried resources be discovered during any 26 

type of ground-disturbing activities.  Consequently, no significant cumulative impact on historic 27 

properties is expected as a result of the Proposed Action.  28 

 29 

5.3 Other Environmental Considerations 30 

5.3.1 Relationship between Short-Term Uses and Long-Term Productivity 31 

CEQ regulations (Section 1502.16) specify that environmental analysis must address “…the 32 

relationship between short-term uses of man’s environment and the maintenance and 33 

enhancement of long-term productivity.”  Special attention should be given to impacts that 34 
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narrow the range of beneficial uses of the environment in the long-term or pose a long-term risk 1 

to human health or safety.  This section evaluates the short-term benefits of the proposed 2 

alternatives compared to the long-term productivity derived from not pursuing the proposed 3 

alternatives. 4 

 5 

A short-term use of the environment is generally defined as a direct temporary consequence of 6 

a project in its immediate vicinity.  Short-term effects could include localized disruptions and 7 

higher noise levels.  Under the Proposed Action, short-term uses of the environment would 8 

result in noise from aircraft operations.  Noise generated by Personnel Recovery training would 9 

be temporary and sporadic, and would not be expected to result in long-term adverse effects on 10 

noise-sensitive receptors, wildlife, or livestock.  The long-term impacts of the Personnel 11 

Recovery training missions would primarily involve additional use of airspace.  These changes 12 

in airspace use would not impact the long-term productivity of the land and natural resources.  13 

 14 

5.3.2 Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitment of Resources 15 

NEPA CEQ regulations require environmental analyses to identify “...any irreversible and 16 

irretrievable commitments of resources which would be involved in the Proposed Action should 17 

it be implemented” (40 CFR Section 1502.16).  Primary irreversible effects result from 18 

permanent use of a nonrenewable resource (e.g., minerals or energy).  Irretrievable resource 19 

commitments involve the loss in value of an affected resource that cannot be restored as a 20 

result of the action (e.g., disturbance of a cultural site) or consumption of renewable resources 21 

that are not permanently lost (e.g., old growth forests).  Secondary impacts could result from 22 

environmental accidents, such as explosive fires.  Natural resources include minerals, energy, 23 

land, water, forestry, and biota.  Nonrenewable resources are those resources that cannot be 24 

replenished by natural means, including oil, natural gas, and iron ore.  Renewable natural 25 

resources are those resources that can be replenished by natural means, including water, 26 

lumber, and soil. 27 

 28 

No irretrievable commitment of natural or cultural resources is expected as a result of the 29 

implementation of the Proposed Action.  Military training necessarily involves consumption of 30 

nonrenewable resources, such as gasoline for vehicles/aircraft and jet fuel for aircraft.  31 

 32 

Secondary impacts on natural resources could occur in the unlikely event of an accidental fire, 33 

such as one caused by an aircraft mishap.  However, while any fire can affect agricultural 34 
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resources, wildlife, and habitat, the increased risk of fire hazard due to operations under the 1 

Proposed Action is extremely low. 2 

3 
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